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ABSTRACT 

The synthesis of a new fumed TiO2 having high content of rutile structure maintaining 

the high dispersibility was studied. The focuses were on the morphology of the precursors 

prepared by the modification of the fumed TiO2 and thermal treatment conditions. The 

fumed TiO2 was thermally treated in a vertical-type of a tubular furnace by a natural 

dropping method. The resulted thermally-treated TiO2 showed drastically high content of 

the rutile structure and high dispersibility due to a sponge-like porous agglomerate. The 

new fumed TiO2 modified with SiO2 performed 100 % of the rutile structure content and 

excellent dispersibility due to both the sponge-like porous agglomerate and static 

electricity repellence by SiO2 on the fumed TiO2 surface. The relationships between the 

conversion ratio of the rutile structure and the morphology of the precursors are 

investigated.   

 Chapter 1 is dedicated to a brief and general background of titanium dioxide (TiO2) 

especially fumed TiO2 including the production process and applications. Accordingly, 

some studies to modify the morphology and crystal structure of the fumed TiO2 are also 

introduced. The objective of this thesis is demonstrated. 

Chapter 2 describes a new attempt to increase the content of rutile structure for the 

fumed TiO2 by the novel thermal treatment, natural dropping method with preventing 

the sintering. Drastic increase in a polymorphism from the anatase to the rutile structure 

was observed by reducing the agglomerate size. The resulted thermally-treated fumed 

TiO2 showed high dispersibility in the sedimentation test due to the porous sponge-like 

agglomerate. The relationships between the rutile structure conversion ratio and 

residence time of the agglomerate in the electrical furnace were investigated based on 

the thermal treatment temperature.   
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Chapter 3 describes the effect of a dry-type surface modification of the fumed TiO2 to 

synthesis the new fumed TiO2 having 100 % of the rutile structure content maintaining 

the high dispersibility. The fumed TiO2 was modified with various metallic alkoxides to 

prepare preferable precursors for the next natural dropping thermal treatment. It is 

conformed that the dry-type surface modification without heating is very effective 

method for the preparation of the preferable precursors. The thermally-treated fumed 

TiO2 modified with 2 wt.% of Tetraethoxysilane (TEOS) exhibited both 100% rutile 

structure and excellent dispersibility. This high dispersibility caused from both the 

sponge-like structural characteristic of the agglomerate and a static electricity repellence 

by coated SiO2 layer.  

Chapter 4 describes another new method for the synthesis of the new fumed TiO2 

having 100 % of the rutile structure content maintaining the high dispersibility by 

mixing with external additives. The new fumed TiO2 with 100 % of the rutile structure 

having the excellent dispersibility was synthesized by the mixing of the surface 

modified fumed SiO2 by both the sponge-like structural characteristic of the 

agglomerate and the static electricity repellence of SiO2 on the fumed TiO2 surface. The 

decrease of the crystal transformation temperature was observed for the 

thermally-treated fumed TiO2 mixing with the fumed Al2O3 with the high thermal 

conductivity. Additionally, the remarkable acceleration of the transformation from the 

anatase to the rutile structure and sintering / grain growth of the thermally-treated fumed 

TiO2 modified with calcium stearate was confirmed by the burning of the alkyl-group in 

calcium stearate. Small and low densified agglomerated precursors resulted in 100 % of 

the rutile structure conversion ratio.  
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Chapter 5 describes the new attempt to apply the natural dropping thermal treatment to 

other fumed oxides; fumed SiO2 and fumed Al2O3. The crystal structures of both fumed 

oxides were not changed by the thermal treatment at 1450 ℃ while the fumed TiO2 

transformed at the same temperature. It was confirmed that the fumed SiO2 and the 

fumed Al2O3 can be modified the morphology maintaining the original crystal structure 

by this natural dropping thermal treatment. 

Finally, Chapter 6 furnished the overall concluding remarks of the present work and 

the future directions for research. The technique presented in this study provides a good 

foundation for the various future application of modification of the morphology and 

transformation of inorganic materials. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Titanium Dioxide (TiO2) 

1.1.1 General Introduction of Titanium Dioxide (TiO2) 

Titanium Dioxide (TiO2) is widely used in our life. This paper is reported a new trial to 

synthesis a new fumed TiO2 with high rutile structure content maintaining the high 

dispersibility. In this chapter, a general introduction of the TiO2 and especially the 

fumed TiO2 are described to clarify the purpose of this investigation. 

TiO2 has been applying as a white pigment in various industrial fields such as coatings, 

inks, papers, food, cosmetics and others. TiO2 is chemically very stable material. It is 

not solved with weak acid, base and organic solvent. It is only reacted with hydrofluoric 

acid and hot concentrated sulfuric acid. There are no risk of explosion or fire. These 

chemically high stability is one of the superior points of TiO2 as a white pigment 

compared with other typical ones, i.e., ZnO and Lithopone (Mixture of BaSO4 and 

ZnS). 

TiO2 has three typical crystalline polymorphs, anatase, brookite and rutile. Generally, 

the anatase and the rutile structure are applied to the current industrial use. The brookite 

structure is not familiar due to lesser stability than the rutile structure due to a 

metastable phase and relatively complicated preparation method. Both the anatase and 

the rutile structure have tetragonal crystalline form. The anatase structure has 3.90 g/ml 

of density versus 4.27 g/ml of the rutile structure. This density difference results 

apparently difference of the Mohs’ hardness, approximately 5.5 ~ 6.0 of the anatase 

structure and approximately 7.0 ~ 7.5 of the rutile structures. 

For the white pigment, the refractive index is one of the most important properties. The 

refractive index of the anatase structure is 2.52 and the rutile structure is 2.72. These 

values are higher than the value of diamond; 2.42. The high refractive index results the 

high hiding power when it is dispersed to media such as a resin and a solvent. Further, 

TiO2 powder also has relatively low density compared with other inorganic pigments. 

Low densified materials are preferred to the pigment because the coloring performance 

is related to the volume percentage in the media. Additionally, the low densified 

materials show less sedimentation and less separation coloring when it is applied to the 
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paint by a small difference of the density against the media. TiO2 shows white color due 

to scattering a visible light with less adsorption. These properties are another reason 

which TiO2 is applied as an excellent white pigment [1].  

It is known that the most favorited particle size for the pigment is 1/2 diameter against 

the wavelength of a visible light based on Mie-scattering effect. If the particle size 

reduces smaller than Mie-scattering region; Reyleigh scattering region, the particle 

decreases with the scattering performance and becomes to transmit the visible light. By 

this phenomenon, the particle size for the current TiO2 is normally controlled between 

around 0.2 μm and 0.4 μm [2]. The standard physicochemical properties of TiO2 base 

on the polymorphism are summarized in Table 1-1.  

 

Table 1-1 Physicochemical properties of TiO2 

 

 

Besides the white pigment, there are many reports for the investigation of TiO2 to other 

applications. For examples, an electrical conductive TiO2 coated with Sb doped SnO2 

coating layer was synthesized for an antistatic white pigment [3], non-stoichiometric 

TiO2-x powder produced by a reduction reaction with NH3 gas as a black color pigment 

having electro-conductivity [4], a catalyst carrier of selective catalyst reduction of an 
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exhaust gas from an automobile [5] and from a coal boiler [6].  

TiO2 has around 3.0 ~ 3.2 eV of the bandgap. It shows an electro conductivity by the 

irradiation of the same energy to the bandgap. The wavelengths of the light 

corresponded with the bandgap is 388 nm for the anatase structure and 412 nm for both 

the rutile structure and the brookite structure. These wavelengths of the light exist a 

borderline between ultraviolet and visible light. Therefore, TiO2 has a function of a 

photo-semiconductor by an irradiation of ultraviolet. Recently, many reports are 

demonstrated for the photocatalytic activities of the TiO2. The detailed investigation 

examples are illustrated in Chapter 1.1.4 because later described a fumed TiO2 has been 

mainly investigated as a photocatalytic material with its excellent performances. A heat 

ray shielding and infrared reflecting TiO2 are also reported [7-8]. As another study, a 

high purified TiO2 is studied as a raw material of a condenser; PZT (Pb[Zr,Ti]O3) [9]. 

 

1.1.2 Production Process of TiO2 

(1) General Introduction 

There are several production processes for the TiO2. For the white pigment, a sulfate 

process and a chloride process are mainly applied [10]. A sol-gel process and a fumed 

process are generally applied to produce fine TiO2 powders. 

 

(2) Sulfate Process 

An ilumenite ore is normally applied as a raw material of the TiO2 in the sulfate process. 

A hydrogen sulfide reacts with the ilumenite ore and a titanyl sulfate is produced. The 

titanyl sulfate is next hydrolyzed and then dehydrated by the following equations (1-1).  

 

 FeTiO3  +  2 H2SO4  → TiOSO4  + F2SO4  +   2 H2O 

TiOSO4  +   2 H2O   → TiO(OH)2  +  H2SO4 

   TiO(OH)2            →   TiO2   +  H2O              (1-1) 

 

(3) Chloride Process 

For the chloride process, a rutile ore is normally used as the raw material. The ilumenite 

ore is also available. The rutile ore is reacted with chlorine under reduction atmosphere 

and titanium tetrachloride (TiCl4) is synthesized. The TiCl4 is purified by the distillation 
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and next oxidized [11]. 

 

  TiO2  +  C  +  2 Cl2  →  TiCl4  +  CO2 

    TiCl4  +  O2          →  TiO2   +  Cl2              (1-2) 

 

(4) Sol-gel Process 

A sol-gel process can produce very fine and purified TiO2 powders. It is normally 

investigated for the high functionalized materials. An organic titanate is applied as the 

raw material. The organic titanate is hydrolyzed and next heated [12]. An example of 

the reaction is shown equation (1-3) by using the titanium alkoxide. 

 

     Ti(OR)4  +  4 H2O  →  TiO2 +  4 ROH  + 2 H2O      (1-3) 

                              R: alkyl-group including functional groups  

 

(5) Fumed Process 

TiCl4 is applied as the raw material of the fumed process. The TiCl4 is evaporated and 

inserted to an oxyhydrogen flame and next hydrolyzed by the equation (1-4).  

 

TiCl4  +   2H2   +  O2   →  TiO2  +  4HCl          (1-4) 

 

The details of the fumed process are described in Chapter 1.2. 

 

1.1.3 Phase Transformation and Morphology Investigations of The TiO2 

It is well known that the rutile structure is a stable phase in the TiO2. Both the anatase 

and the brookite structure transform to the rutile structure at high temperature. This is 

generally irreversible transformation and the rutile structure does not return to the 

anatase and the brookite structure at normal conditions except for under special 

conditions. As a special case, an investigation reports that a stability of the anatase and 

the rutile structure may reverse and the anatase structure may be the stable phase with 

very small crystallite sizes [13]. As another study, an opposite transformation from the 

rutile to the anatase structure is reported at a negatively charged colloid surface [14]. 

There are several investigations regarding to the phase transformation and morphology 
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of the TiO2 related to the production process.  

As for the sulfate process, Cr- and Nb- ion accelerates the transformation from the 

anatase to the rutile structure [15]. A self-generated thermal hydrolysis method 

produces the anatase structure in various hydrolysis conditions [16].  

For the chloride process, the final reaction is sometimes called to the oxidation reaction 

process. In this process, the production conditions are optimized to produce highly 

purified TiO2 [17]. Suyama et al. obtained a highly densified TiO2 by the sintering at 

1200 ℃ for 2 hours [18]. They also reported the transformation from the anatase to the 

rutile structure in TiO2-SiO2 mixed system produced by the vapor phase reaction [19].  

Regarding the sol-gel process, several investigations for the phase transformation were 

reported. A very fine TiO2 with the anatase structure transforms to rutile structure at 

600 ℃ for 3 hours [20]. Baorang et.al., obtained 100% of rutile structure by the thermal 

treatment at 800 ℃ for 2 hours for the very fine TiO2 powders [21]. TiO2 produced by 

the irradiation with ultrasound showed lower transformation temperature than without 

the ultrasound [22].  

Some other investigations are reported the phase transformation based on the other 

synthesis methods, i.e., a vapor phase hydrolysis of TiCl4 [23], fine TiO2 particle 

synthesized from Ti-edta complex [24], Nb- and Ta-doped TiO2 powders synthesized 

from precipitated method [25] and Cr doped TiO2 film synthesized by RF magnetic 

sputtering method [26]. 

As other studies, the transformation related to the brookite structure is also reported 

[27-28]. There are also several investigations for the phase transformation and 

morphology of TiO2 by the additional thermal treatment. Several additives like a SiO2 

exhibit remarkable inhibitory effect for the transformation from the anatase to the rutile 

structure by the solid stated reaction [29]. The phase transition of the anatase structure is 

investigated under high pressure by using Raman spectroscopy [30]. The crystalline of 

the TiO2 powder calcined at 1000 ℃ for 3-24 hours was examined by using TEM 

electron diffraction patterns [31]. 

It is observed about several simulation reports for the transformation investigation of 

TiO2, i.e., a gas-phase TiCl4 reaction with O2 [32], phase transition and stability of TiO2 

under high pressures [33], and the activation energy simulation for the transformation 

[34]. The above described contents are just examples. The research papers of TiO2 are 
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enumerated. It means that TiO2 is so important and attractive material for current our 

life.  

 

1.2 Fumed Process 

1.2.1 General Introduction  

There is a special production process to synthesis very fine oxide powders as known the 

fumed process. For industrial purpose, silicon dioxide produced by this process is well 

known as AEROSIL® product (EVONIK GmbH, Nippon AEROSIL Co. Ltd.,). In this 

process, silicone tetrachloride (SiCl4) is converted to the gas phase and then reacts 

spontaneously and quantitatively in an oxyhydrogen flame with the intermediately 

formed water to produce the desired silicon dioxide with the equation (1-5) [35].  

 

2 H2 +  O2   →  2 H2O 

SiCl4  ＋ 2 H2O  →  SiO2  +  4 HCl 

SiCl4  +   2 H2   +  O2   →  SiO2  +  4 HCl        (1-5) 

 

This fumed process is very environmentally friendly production process because a 

by-product is only gaseous hydrogen chloride and it is recycled to synthesis 

trichlorosilane (HSiCl3) by the reaction with crude silicon metal for the semiconductor 

application. SiCl4 is a byproduct of the production of HSiCl3.  

Other metallic oxides can be produced with changing the raw material to other metallic 

chloride in this fumed process. For industrial use, aluminum oxide (Al2O3) and titanium 

dioxide (TiO2) are produced by using aluminum trichloride (AlCl3) and titanium 

tetrachloride (TiCl4) as the raw materials.  

In the fumed process, the generated primary particles connect each other to make 

aggregate during the flame tube, and next the aggregate gathers to makes agglomerate 

with 3D networking structure. The scheme of the fumed process is demonstrated in Fig. 

1-1. 
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Fig. 1-1. Scheme of fumed process  

 

This agglomerate is made by a week hydrogen bonding between the particles. The 

hydrogen bonding of the agglomerates is cleaved by the strong mechanical share when 

it dispersed in the media such as a solvent and a resin. When the mechanical share is 

released, the aggregates make the agglomerates again. By this phenomenon, the fumed 

oxides show excellent thixotropic performance. It is applied as a thickening agent [36]. 

This unique property is caused from the special production process of the fumed process. 

The process does not use a solvent during the production. There is no filtration, washing 

and drying process. Therefore, the particle produced by the fumed process has less 

coagulation agglomerate. The scheme of the thickening performance is shown in Fig. 

1-2. 
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       Fig. 1-2. Scheme of the thickening performance of the fumed oxides  

 

1.2.2 Fumed TiO2 

Fumed TiO2 is produced by the similar chemical reaction as the fumed SiO2 by using 

TiCl4 as the raw material. The TiCl4 is colorless, extremely hydrolysis-sensitive liquid 

with a boiling point of 138 ℃. The TiCl4 is evaporated and hydrolyzed in an 

oxyhydrogen flame as shown in the equation (1-6). 

 

2 H2 +  O2   →  2 H2O 

TiCl4  ＋ 2 H2O  →  TiO2  +  4 HCl 

TiCl4  +   2 H2   +  O2   →  TiO2  +  4 HCl        (1-6) 

 

The fumed TiO2 consists from a mixture of the anatase and the rutile structure. The 

main crystal phase is the anatase structure. The fumed TiO2 has a mean primary particle 

size around 10 times smaller than the pigment grade of TiO2. It has practically less 

pigment property due to low hiding power by a smaller primary particle size [37]. 
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1.2.3 Application of The Fumed TiO2 

(1) General Introduction 

As the fumed TiO2, one of the famous fumed TiO2, AEROXIDE® TiO2 P 25 (EVONIK 

GmbH / Nippon AEROSIL Co. Ltd.,) (P25) has around 85 % of the anatase and 15 % of 

the rutile structure [38]. The primary particle size is around 21nm. A study confirmed 

that the anatase and the rutile particles are existing separately from their agglomerates 

and pure rutile particles are isolated by hydrogen fluoride (HF) treatment [39]. 

As shown in Chapter 1.1.1, the anatase structure has 3.2 eV of the bandgap. P25 can 

absorb ultraviolet light (UV) unless scattering the visible light. By these special 

properties, P25 has been mainly investigating and applying to a new material using its 

photo-semiconductor property and an ultraviolet shielding material with transparent for 

the visible light.   

 

(2) Photocatalyst 

It is known that the fumed TiO2 (especially P25) has very excellent photocatalytic 

activities and has been investigating as a typical photocatalytic material [40]. 

TiO2 absorbs UV and generates a charge carrier hole and an electron. The electron in a 

conduction-band reacts with oxygen (O2) and forms a super oxide ion (・O2-), the hole in 

a valence-band reacts with water (H2O) and forms hydroxyl radical (・OH). The super 

oxide ion (・O2-), changes several radicals with its high reactivity. They decompose 

organic materials with hydroxyl radical (・OH). This is very clean reaction because it 

uses only UV, H2O and O2 [41]. The scheme of photo-catalyst is shown in Fig. 1-3. 

 

 

Fig. 1-3. Scheme of photocatalytic activity  
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The reason why P25 has been investigated as the photocatalytic materials is the very 

fine primary particle size, high anatase content (suitable bandgap), easy getting with a 

low price in a commercially and high photocatalytic activities [42]. The investigation of 

the P25 is mainly categorized to the following two types of researches.  

One is the reference material of the evaluation of photocatalytic activities. Many 

investigations have been comparing the photocatalytic activities of their researching 

materials with P25. Some of them appeals the advantage of their developing materials 

compared with P25 for the decomposition performance of various materials under 

several conditions. 

For example, TiO2 nanocrystals prepared by precipitation method and next supercritical 

drying shows maintained the anatase structure at 800 ℃ and shows comparable 

photocatalytic activity to P25 [43]. Some studies are especially focusing on the 

improvement of the photocatalytic activities under visible light. S-doped TiO2 prepared 

by the sol-gel method shows higher photocatalytic activities than P25 under visible light 

longer 500nm for the decomposition of methylene blue [44]. Mesoporous TiO2 

nanospheres with carboxylate ligands derived from oleic acid showed excellent 

photocatalytic decomposition ability for Rhodamine B (RhB) under visible light [45].  

Another is a development of the new photocatalyst with P25. In this research, a 

combination or a modification of P25 with other materials are investigated to improve 

the photocatalytic performance. P25 is mixed with fumed SiO2 and the photocatalytic 

activity is increased compared with pure P25 due to small increase in the bandgap [46]. 

P25 coated with peroxide titanate shows higher photodegradaiton ability of gaseous 

isopropyl alcohol under UV irradiation [47]. SiO2 coated Cu doped P25 increases the 

photodegradation of methylene blue and self-cleaning ability under UV irradiation [48]. 

F2O3 coated P25 annealed at 600 ℃ performed better photocatalytic effect than the 

original P25 for the decomposition of phenol and nitrobenzene under UV irradiation 

[49].  Besides to make the composite, additional treatments are also applied to P25 for 

the enhancement of the photocatalytic activities. As some examples, the photocatalytic 

activities of P25 depended on the thermal treatment temperature for photodegradation of 

tartrazine dye [50] and the hydrothermal treatment of the P25 [51]. Not only materials 

but also decomposition conditions are also investigated. Horikoshi reported that the 
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photocatalytic activities of P25 can be improved under both irradiation of UV and 

microwave compared with only UV irradiation [52]. As a special case, addition of 

submicron sized Al2O3 to P25 improved to make a continuous film without clack and 

low quantity of P25 on the film [53] 

For the industrial purpose, a transparent photocatalytic coating is developed by using 

P25. P25 has very small primary particle size and it can be made for the transparent 

coating under applying strong share to the dispersion [54-58].  

There are many researches for the photocatalytic activities related to the fumed TiO2 

(P25). This is probably caused from the necessity of the development of a low energy 

resource and environmentally friendly materials.   

 

(3) Dye-sensitized Solar Cell 

Grätzel reported a low-cost, high-efficiency solar cell based on a dye-sensitized 

colloidal TiO2 film; Grätzel cell [59]. When the dye molecule adsorbs a light, it gives 

rise to electron injection into the conduction band of the semiconductor, and next 

releases an electron to the TiO2. The TiO2 transfers the electron in turn to a conductive 

glass. The oxidized dye molecular is reduced by an iodide ion which is oxidized to 

elemental iodine. The iodine receives the electron from the cathode, and it is 

transformed back to iodide, closing the circuit. The schematic design is shown in Fig. 

1-4. 

  

            Fig. 1-4. Schematic design of the dye-sensitized solar cell  
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In the original paper of Grätzel cell, TiO2 electrode was synthesized by the sol-gel 

method. After publication of this report, many investigations applied the fumed TiO2 

(P25) to the TiO2 electrode [60-64] because of the suitable bandgap and the same reason 

as the photocatalyst investigation such as very fine primary particle size, high anatase 

contents and easy getting with a low price and additionally high purified TiO2. Okai et. 

al. improves the adhesion of a coating with P25 by low temperature calcination over 

350 ℃ maintaining around 4 % of the efficiency [65]. A composite of nano SiO2 and 

P25 as the photo-anode achieves 8.4 % of energy conversion efficiency [66]. Another 

research confirms that composite of nanocrystalline titania containing nanotube 

structure (TiNT) with 2 wt.% of P25 shows 8.43 % of the energy conversion efficiency 

[67]. Natural dyes sensitized solar cell is made by using porous TiO2 film anode by 

using P25 [68]. Double layer composite consisted of P25 gives 5.78 % of the 

energy-conversion efficiency [69]. A solid stated solar cell; P25/dye/CuSCN shows 

around 2 % of energy efficiencies [70]. A perovskite solar cell based on P25 was 

investigated as low costed solar cell [71]. TiO2 nanaowire produced from P25 by the 

hydrothermal treatment for the application to the solar cell [72]. Some investigation 

compared the performance of their researching materials with P25 as the electrode of 

Grätzel cell [73-75] like a photocatalytic activity investigation. As a special case, a new 

pressing method using pre-coated powder appeals to be a low costed method for the dye 

sensitized-solar cell using Cd coated P25 [76].   

This solar cell technology seems to be one of the attractive fields to cultivate the next 

generation energy source because it has some possibilities to make a flexible film type 

of the solar cell and apply various industrial fields. 

 

(4) Sunscreen 

TiO2 has an excellent UV cutting performance. Further, the fumed TiO2 is applied to the 

UV cutting material with maintaining the transparent due to the low scattering effect of 

the visible light made from the small sized primary particle. The UV absorption ability 

of the fumed TiO2 was compared with other white pigments and it was utilized to the 

UV cutting material for sunscreens in Japanese cosmetic producers [77-78]. Fig. 1-5. 

demonstrates one of the experimental results. 
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                Fig. 1-5. UV absorption ability for metal oxides  

 

A surface modified fumed TiO2 with octyl silane; AROXIDE® TiO2 T 805 (Evonik 

GmbH), is applied to the sunscreen [79]. An analytical trial is carried out to determine 

the titanium content directly in composite of the sunscreen by using laser-induced 

breakdown spectroscopy [80]. As a very similar to the investigation of the photocatalyst 

and the dye-sensitized solar cell, the performance Cinnamido group modified silica gels 

was compared with P25 for the UV shielding properties [81]. Other various TiO2 

materials are also compared [82]. 

The sunscreen agent with the fumed TiO2 is already widely applied to the society and it 

is a mature industry. 

 

(5) Other Applications 

A silicone rubber with P25 shows excellent physical properties under UV-C radiation 

and increased the crosslinking density, high retention ratio in tensile properties, 

especially elongation at break [83]. P25 improves the flame resistance in polyimide 

foams [84] and smoke and fire resistance of silicone [85]. An examination of P25 to an 

ingredient of a tooth paste is reported to give bactericidal activity [86]. P25 is also 

applied to a catalytic support for silica-gel and the generation of H2 from ethanol [87]. 
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As other studies, naphthalene hydrogenation catalyst Pt-Pd supported P25 is reported 

[88], and the surface modified TiO2 is applied to toner application as an external 

additive [89-90]. 

 

1.3 Object of Thesis 

Among above mentioned various applications for the fumed TiO2, the sunscreen seems 

to be one of the most important applications in the current society because the 

photocatalyst and the dye-sensitized solar cell with the fumed TiO2 is still under 

developing stage. 

For the sunscreen, the rutile structure is preferred as the UV cutting agent because of the 

different of the absorbing UV light wavelength between the rutile and the anatase 

structure which is caused from the energy bandgap. The rutile structure can absorb 

longer UV light than the anatase structure [91].  Comparatively, it is reported that the 

anatase structure is not preferred to be used for the cosmetics application because of the 

high photocatalytic activities [92]. Additionally, other studies are also appealed that 

TiO2 nanoparticle with the anatase structure damages DNA under UV irradiation [93-94]. 

To improve these situations, it is considered to increase the rutile structure content of 

the fumed TiO2 by the additional thermal treatment.  

As a basic examination, Porter et al. reported a study for the additional thermal 

treatments to the P25. They obtained nearly 100 % rutile structure contents at 1000 ℃ 

for 3 hours [95]. As another study, 100 % of the rutile structure content was obtained by 

the thermal treatment of P25 at 900 ℃ for 4 hours [96]. However, in both investigations, 

the drastic increase of the primary particle size and rapidly decrease of the surface area 

are observed. In generally, it has been considered that the sintering of the fumed TiO2 

are not affordable by the additional thermal treatment and it resulted a big louse of the 

high dispersibility.  

These issues are probably caused from the calcination method. Previous calcination 

process would mainly have three big problems to apply the fumed TiO2 maintaining the 

high dispersibility. The first one is a long calcination time. The previous calcination 

time such as from 3 to 4 hours is too long to prevent the sintering of the fumed TiO2.  

The second one is a closely contact of each agglomerate during the thermal treatment. 

The closely contacted agglomerate tends to induce the sintering. To avoid the sintering, 
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each agglomerate should be apart separately as good as possible. 

The final one is low productivity. The fumed TiO2 has very low bulk density around 0.1 

Kg/L. When the additional thermal treatment is applied to the fumed TiO2 with the 

current calcination method, i.e., put into a crucible and next the calcination with a 

muffle furnace, the obtained weight is very small against the volume of the muffle 

furnace and the crucible. This problem is related to the second problem above 

mentioned because if the agglomerate was packed closer to increase the bulk density, it 

would easily result the sintering due to closely contacted each particle. 

In this study, a new approach was carried out to solve these problems for the 

development of the new fumed TiO2 with high rutile content maintaining the high 

dispersibility. The newly thermal treatment method is tried to reduce the thermal 

treatment time as short as possible by applying a natural dropping method. This new 

calcination process did not use the crucible. It has a possibility to preserve the sintering 

of agglomerate of the fumed TiO2 during the calcination by separating each 

agglomerate. The thermal treatment condition was investigated as a function of the size 

of agglomerate and residence time in the electrical furnace. 

Next, the effect of the morphologies of the fumed TiO2 before the thermal treatment 

(Precursor) was investigated by the surface modification of the fumed TiO2 with the 

metallic alkoxides with liquid state. As the modification method, a dry-type of the 

surface modification process without heating was attempted to simplify the process. 

Additionally, the dry-type of the surface modification process was applied to another 

modification process controlling the morphology of the agglomerate by mixing of solid 

stated external additive. 

Finally, the novel natural dropping thermal treatment is applied to the other fumed 

oxides, fumed SiO2 and fumed Al2O3 to confirm the availability.  

 

1.4 Thesis Organization 

The thesis consists of following 6 chapters. 

Chapter 1 is dedicated to a brief and general background of titanium dioxide (TiO2) 

especially the fumed TiO2 including the production process, applications and crystalline 

polymorphs investigations.  

Chapter 2 describes the new attempt to increase the content of rutile structure for the 
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pure fumed TiO2 by the novel natural dropping thermal treatment with changing the 

agglomerate size passing through the sieves. The crystal structure and dispersibility of 

the resulted thermally-treated pure fumed TiO2 were examined. The thermal treatment 

conditions are also investigated by the residence time in the electrical furnace based on 

the size of the agglomerate. 

In Chapter 3, the new trial to make a precursor before the thermal treatment was tried to 

synthesize 100 % rutile fumed TiO2 maintaining the high dispersibility after the thermal 

treatment. The effect of the dry-type surface modification of the fumed TiO2 with 

metallic alkoxide to make the preferable precursor and dispersibility of 

thermally-treated fumed TiO2 were studied.  

Chapter 4 describes the results of the study to another new method to make the 

preferred precursor as a mixing of a solid stated external additive. The focus of this 

investigation was on the external additive species, agglomerates of the fumed TiO2 of 

the precursors. The conversion ratio from the anatase to the rutile structure of the 

resulted thermally-treated fumed TiO2 was investigated as a function of the agglomerate 

of the precursors.  

In Chapter 5, the natural dropping thermal treatment is applied to other fumed oxides; 

the fumed SiO2 and the fumed Al2O3 to confirm the possibility.   

Finally, Chapter 6 furnishes the overall concluding remarks of the present works. The 

technique presented in this study provides a good foundation for the various future 

investigation.  
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CHAPTER 2 

THE SYNTHESIS OF A POROUS-TYPE OF FUMED 

TITANIUM DIOXIDE WITH RUTILE STRUCTURE 

 

2.1 Introduction 

There is a popularity to increase the rutile structure content for the fumed TiO2 as 

described in Chapter 1. For the fumed TiO2, some investigations about the additional 

thermal treatment are reported related to the morphologies as basic examinations. For 

examples, the particle size of the fumed TiO2 (P25) is increased depended on the 

increase of the content of rutile structure by rising the thermal treatment temperature up 

to 1000 ℃ for 3 hours [1]. Around 100 % of the rutile structure contents are obtained by 

the additional thermal treatment at 900 ℃ for from 3 to 4 hours [2]. In both cases, 

drastic decreases of the surface area for the P25 were observed due to sintering of the 

P25. These investigations are applied by a normal calcination method with a muffle 

furnace for the thermal treatment. This traditional thermal treatment would be 

insufficient to synthesis the fumed TiO2 maintaining the high dispersibility. It is 

necessary to preserve the sintering keeping the high dispersibility. The thermal 

treatment time is preferably as short as possible under conditions exceeding the 

temperature required for crystal transformation for the purpose.   

As another thermal treatment with short calcination time, Ikuma et al., reported 

combination of the normal calcination and microwave heating for the anatase TiO2 (not 

fumed TiO2) and achieved the high rising rate of the temperature up 900 ℃ for around 1 

minute. However, TiO2 with 100 % of rutile structure did not get in this investigation 

probably due to the short calcination time [3].  

As for sintering of TiO2, Goto et al., investigated the relationship between sintering time 

and the primary particle size based on the calcination temperature and demonstrated the 

equation of the sintering time [4]. It is known that the crystal transformation is 

influenced by the primary particle size. Nano particle transforms lower temperature and 

faster time than the large ones. If the primary particle size downs enough to the 

nano-size, a possibility is considered that the crystal transformation proceeds faster than 

the sintering at the relative temperature by the optimization of the thermal treatment 
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conditions. It would be able to apply to P25 because it is very fine nanoparticle around 

21 nm of the primary particle size. 

Herein, in this chapter, we would like to report the new thermal treatment technology to 

synthesis the new fumed TiO2 with high rutile structure content maintaining the high 

dispersibility due to preserving the sintering for the pure TiO2. 

The fumed TiO2 is thermally treated by a natural dropping method from top to the 

bottom of the electrical furnace set up vertically to reduce the thermal treatment time 

and preserve the sintering by separating the agglomerated particle as far as possible. 

The crystalline morphology and dispersibility of the resulted thermally-treated TiO2 are 

investigated. 

The experimental results suggest that the newly thermally-treated fumed TiO2 shows 

remarkable high rutile structure content maintaining the high dispersiblity due to 

containing many pores in the agglomerate, a sponge-like agglomerate. The thermal 

treatment conditions are investigated depended on the residence time during the heating 

unit in the electrical furnace as a function of agglomerate size. 

 

2.2 Experimental Details 

2.2.1 Materials and Preparation 

As fumed TiO2, commercially produced TiO2 with different surface areas and primary 

particle sizes, (AEROXIDE® TiO2 P 25: 50 m2/g; 21 nm; (P25), AEROXIDE® TiO2 P 

90: 90 m2/g; 14 nm; (P90) produced by Nippon AEROSIL Co., Ltd.) were used. An 

electric tubular furnace (OSK 55DB125B Ogawa Seiki Co., Ltd.) was vertically placed 

and equipped with 2 L glass conical beaker at the bottom with a wrapped opening by 

oven cloth to protect the upstream inserted air. The length of a core tube and a heating 

unit were 1,200 mm and 600 mm respectively. A sample of the fumed TiO2 was directly 

dropped from top of the furnace to the bottom by a natural dropping method without a 

sieve or through several mesh sizes of sieves (0.5 mm, 1.0 mm, 1.4 mm and 2.8 mm) 

fixed on the top of the electric furnace. The sieve was vibrated by a vibration device 

(THRIVE Handy Vibe MD-01 Daito Electric Machine Industry Co., Ltd.). The electric 

furnace was heated at several temperatures from 800 ℃ to 1450 ℃ under air 

atmosphere. Without the oven cloth wrapped opening, doing the thermal treatment was 

impossible because the fumed TiO2 bursts from the sieve following the inserted air 
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upstream by the very light bulk density. The thermal treatment time was observed by 

checking the dropping time of the fumed TiO2 from the top to the bottom by visual 

inspection. A schematic outline of experimental apparatus for thermal treatment is 

illustrated in Fig. 2-1. 

 

 

Fig. 2-1. Outline of the thermal treatment method 

 

2.2.2 Characterization  

The crystalline phases were analyzed by an X-ray diffractometer (XRD-6100 Shimazu 

Corp.) using Cu-Kα radiation to identify the content of the rutile and the anatase 

structure of the thermally-treated fumed TiO2. The content of the rutile (f rutile) 

structure was calculated by using the following equation (2-1) [5]. 

 

f rutile = 1 – f anatase ;       

f anatase = 1/ (1 + 1.26 (Ⅰ rutile /Ⅰ anatase))                  (2-1) 

Ⅰ rutile, Ⅰ anatase: XRD peak intensity of rutile (110) and anatase (101) structure   

 

The average crystal size of the fumed TiO2 (D in nanometers) can be estimated by 

Scherrer’s equation (2-2). 

           D = 0.89*λ / B (2θ)*cosθ                                  (2-2) 

                λ: X-ray wavelength (nanometer), 
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B (2θ): width of the XRD peak at half-peak height in radians,  

θ: angle of diffracted peak in degrees. 

 

The particle size distribution was measured by a MT3300EX2 from the MicrotracBEL 

Corp. The surface area was measured by the BET technique (Macsorb HM-1200S 

Mountech Co., Ltd.) using the one-point measurement method with nitrogen as an 

absorbent [6]. For the sedimentation test, 0.5 wt.% of a TiO2 water dispersion was 

prepared by an ultrasonic homogenizer (US-300CCVP Nihon Seiki Kaisha, Ltd.,) at 

300 W for 5 minutes. The resulting dispersion was poured into a 15 ml sedimentation 

tube graduated on the outside of the wall. One ml of the dispersion was taken from the 

8-ml point of the sedimentation tube and the absorbance of the water dispersion was 

measured by a spectrophotometer (V-670 JASCO Corp.) at a 700 nm light wavelength. 

The appearance of the water dispersion in the sedimentation tube was also visually 

observed. The water vapor adsorption-desorption isotherms were measured by a 

BELSOP-max (MicrotracBEL Corp.). The nanostructure and morphology were 

observed by a transmission electron microscope (TEM, JEM-1010 JEOL Ltd.). 

 

2.3 Results and Discussion 

2.3.1 Conversion Ratio from Anatase to Rutile Structure 

Table 2-1 summarizes the results of the thermal treatment of P25 at 1450 ℃ without the 

sieve and through the 0.5 mm mesh sieve. The thermal treatment time was observed at 

less than 1 second in the case of without the sieve. The original P25 before the thermal 

treatment has 16% of the content of rutile structure. After the thermal treatment at 

1450 ℃ without the sieve, P25 showed a very slight change of the content of the rutile 

structure; from 16 % to 18 %. However, just by passing the P25 through the 0.5 mm 

mesh sieve, a drastic increase in the content of the rutile structure was observed. The 

rutile content is reached 94 %. The surface area decreased with around 1/5 (9 m2/g) 

against before the thermal treatment.  
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Table 2-1 Rutile ratio and S.BET of the thermally-treated P25 

 

 

Fig. 2-2 shows the X-ray diffraction (XRD) peaks of the anatase (101) and rutile (110) 

for the P25 treated at several temperatures through the 0.5 mm mesh sieve. The XRD 

data indicates that the content from anatase to rutile (%) was significantly affected by 

the temperature rise. The anatase gradually decreased depending on the increase in the 

thermal treatment temperature and the content of rutile (%) increased relative to the 

decrease of anatase.  

 

Fig. 2-2. XRD patterns of the thermally-treated P25 

 

Fig. 2-3 confirms the content of the rutile structure for P25 at several temperatures from 

800 ℃ to 1450 ℃ through the 0.5 mm mesh sieve. It was observed the content of the 

rutile structure was increased liminary related to the increase of the thermal treatment 

temperature. 
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Fig. 2-3. Rutile conversion ratio of the thermally-treated P25 

 

2.3.2 Dispersibility 

The particle size distribution of the thermally-treated P25 at 1450 ℃ through the 0.5 

mm mesh sieve was measured and compared to the other types (Chloride process) of 

TiO2 (CR-EL (7 m2/g) Ishihara Sangyo Co. Ltd.,) with the rutile structure and similar 

surface area as a reference. The results of the original P25 before the thermal treatment 

is also measured. Fig. 2-4 confirms the particle size distribution, (a) without ultrasonic 

irradiation and (b) ultrasonic irradiation at 40 W for 3 minutes. Without ultrasonic 

irradiation in Fig. 2-4 (a), the main peak of the thermally-treated P25 appears around 

200 μm and it indicates very wide range from 1μm to 1000 μm. The main peak of 

CR-EL appears around 1.8 μm with a narrower particle size distribution than the 

thermally-treated P25. As the ultrasonic irradiation at 40 W for 3 minutes as shown in 

Fig. 2-4 (b), the main peak of the thermally-treated P25 shifts to a lower range. 

However, it still shows a larger particle size than CR-EL. The particle sized distribution 

of CR-EL was very similar to the original P25. These results indicate that the 

thermally-treated P25 demonstrates a quite larger particle size and broader particle size 

distribution than that of both CR-EL and original P25.  
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          Fig. 2-4. Particle sized distribution of the thermally-treated P25 

 

The absorbance measurement of the water dispersion is an effective method for the 

evaluation of the dispersibility of the powders in media [7]. Fig. 2-5 indicates the 

relationships between the absorbance of water dispersion and storage time for the 

thermally-treated P25 at 1450 ℃ comparing with original P25 and CR-EL. The original 

P25 shows highly stable absorbance values and the values are not downed at 50 hours 

storage time. Comparatively, the thermally-treated P25 has a higher absorbance than 

CR-EL from just after forming the dispersion up to 50 hours storage even though the 

values were lower than original P25. This absorbance value is directly related to the 

transparency of the water dispersion. These results suggest that the thermally-treated 

P25 has a slower sedimentation velocity and higher dispersibility in the water dispersion 

than CR-EL although it displays larger particle size distribution than CR-EL. 
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            Fig. 2-5. Absorbance of the thermally-treated P25 at 1450 ℃ 

 

The photos of the dispersion for the original P25, the thermally-treated P25 and CR-EL 

in the sedimentation test at 7 hours and 50 hours storage are illustrated in Fig. 2-6. It is 

confirmed that the water dispersion of original P25 shows a turbid color with a low 

transparency during 50 hours of storage by visual inspection. On the other hand, the 

water dispersion of CR-EL became clear from the middle to top of the sedimentation 

tube for less than 7 hours storage. Obviously, the particles of CR-EL are easily 

precipitated. The thermally-treated P25 at 1450 ℃ demonstrated a slightly light turbid 

color compared with original P25. 

 

Fig. 2-6. Photos of TiO2 dispersion in water for the sedimentation test 
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For estimation of the sedimentation velocity, the Stokes’s equation was used. By 

applying the 1 μm diameter for CR-EL particles measured by the particle size 

distribution shown in Fig. 2-4 (b), to the Stokes’s equation, a 0.56 cm/hour 

sedimentation velocity was obtained. This result shows a relatively good consistency 

with the result of the sedimentation test for CR-EL. 

Comparatively, for the thermally-treated P25 at 1450 ℃, by applying a 2 μm diameter 

shown in Fig. 2-4 (b), a 2.2 cm/hour sedimentation velocity was obtained.  

This calculation result is quite different from the current sedimentation result, and in 

fact, a totally opposite result. From the Stokes’s equation, not only the particle size, but 

also the particle density influenced on the sedimentation velocity. This difference 

suggested that the thermally-treated P25 has a much lower powder density with larger 

average particle size than CR-EL. The thermally-treated P25 would contain many pores 

in the agglomerate.  

 

2.3.3 The Nanostructure and Morphology 

It is well known that vapor adsoption-desoprtion isotherm is an effective method for 

characterizing the nanostructure and morphology of porous particles. Water vapor is 

selected as the measurement vapor of it because it can detect micro pores based on 

smaller molecular size than nitrogen [8]. For the fine powders produced by the fumed 

process, water vapor was applied to characterize nanostructure of both the original core 

particles and surface modified ones [9-11]. 

Fig. 2-7 shows the water adsorption-desorption isotherms for the thermally-treated P25 

at 1450 ℃. The original P25 without the thermal treatment exhibits a type-Ⅱ isotherm 

according to the BDDT classification. This result is different from the result of the 

fumed silica, which shows a type-Ⅲ isotherm [12], although both oxides are produced 

by the same fumed process. However, the thermally-treated P25 at 1450 ℃ exhibits a 

different type pf isotherm, i. e., a type-Ⅳ isotherm with hysteresis loops, under the 

higher pressure range from 0.5 to 0.9.  
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Fig. 2-7. Adsorption / desorption curves of the thermally-treated P25 

 

It is known that the hysteresis loop in this range is due to mesopores. The 

thermally-treated P25 at 1450 ℃ confirms this hysteresis although the original P25 does 

not show it. This result indicates that the thermally-treated P25 contains many pores 

made by closing the open pores by partial sintering between the particles. Some pores 

made by small particles act like pseudo-mesopores. Based on this characterization, the 

thermally-treated P25 acts like a pseudo-large particle during the measurement of the 

particle size distribution. It is a low densified particle and shows a low sedimentation 

velocity in the water dispersion. Additionally, water would be able to enter some of the 

large pores by strong ultrasonic irradiation when it was dispersed in the water.  

The crystal size of the original P25 was estimated to be around 20 nm from the anatase 

(101) and 26 nm from rutile (110) diffraction peaks. On the other hand, the crystal size 

of the thermally-treated P25 at 1450 ℃ was estimated to be around 20 nm from anatase 

(101) and 32 nm from the rutile (110) diffraction peaks.  

Fig. 2-8 illustrates the image scheme of the porous-type of morphology for the 

thermally-treated fumed TiO2. Thermally-treated P25 with 94 % of the rutile structure 

contents contains two type of pores in the agglomerate; a normal type of pore and a 

small type of pore. The normal type of pore is made by closing of the open spaces of 

pores in P25 agglomerate with the connection of normal and large sized of particles by 

the partial sintering. On the other hand, small type of pore is made by closing of the 
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open pores among small particles by the partial sintering. These small pores act like 

pseudo-mesoporous type of phenomena. Thermally-treated P25 also exhibits 

pseudo-large particles in the particle size distribution measurement. Each particle is 

connected partially and make large particles in appearance containing many porous.  

 

       

Fig. 2-8. Image of agglomerate for the thermally-treated fumed TiO2 (P25) 

 

The transmission electron microscope images of the thermally-treated P25 at 1450 ℃ 

are shown in Fig. 2-9. The connections of each particle by partial sintering and grain 

growth are observed in the agglomerate and they formed many pores in the agglomerate. 

These results support the formation of a porous-type of fumed TiO2. 

There are several studies related to the porous or mesoporous TiO2.  Some of them are 

related to the photocatalytic activity of the TiO2 coating made by the sol-gel process 

[13-14]. The porous-type of morphology in this study is different from these previous 

studies. 
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Fig. 2-9. TEM images of thermally-treated P25 at 1450 ℃ 

 

2.3.4 Thermal Treatment Conditions  

Fig. 2-10 confirms the content of the rutile structure of P25 treated at several 

temperatures from 800 ℃ to 1450 ℃ using the 0.5 mm, 1.0 mm and 1.4 mm mesh 

sieve.  

The same contents of the rutile structure; 94 %, were obtained by passing through 0.5 

mm and 1.0 mm mesh sieves at 1450 ℃. Comparatively, the content of the rutile 

structure was stayed at 73 % with the 1.4 mm sieve.  

  

 

      Fig. 2-10. Rutile conversion ratio of P25 
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For estimation of the residence time of the particle in the heating unit of the electrical 

furnace (600 mm), the terminal velocity of the Stokes’s equation (2-3) was applied 

based on the bulk density of P25, particle size and the related media temperature (air). 

The particle diameter is assumed to the same size as the mesh size of the sieve. The 

residence time is calculated by the terminal velocity from the length of the heating unit. 

 

 

ν: terminal velocity, ρ: density of media (air) g: gravitational constant 

r: diameter of particle  ρ: density of media  μ:viscosity coefficient of media (air) 

 

The relationship between rutile structure content and particle residence time at 1450 ℃ 

is appeared in Fig. 2-11 with the result of 2.8 mm mesh sieve and the image of the 

agglomerate. From 0.00 to 0.48 seconds of residence time, the rutile structure content is 

increased related to the increase of the residence time. After 0.48 seconds, the rutile 

structure contents sustained at 94% up to around 1.00 seconds. This result suggests that 

the crystal transformation from the anatase to the rutile structure of P25 is mainly 

proceeded before 0.48 seconds and after 0.48 seconds the applying heat energy is not 

mainly used to the transformation but sintering or grain growth. 
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Fig. 2-11. Illustration of thermal treatment based on particle residence time 

 

The temperature of the P25 agglomerate is estimated by using the unsteady heat transfer 

equation (2-4) by assuming that the agglomerate particle is a spherical shape based on 

the quantity of heat calculated by heat capacity of TiO2 under the related temperature.  

 

 T0
P+1 =  6Θr T1

P  + (1-6Θr) T0
P        Θr = αΔt/(Δr)2       (2-4) 

 P: time  T: temperature   r: radial coordinates   α: thermal diffusivity 

 

The applied heat energy is also estimated by the rise of temperature. The results are 

shown in Fig. 2-12 with related to the residence time. 
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Fig. 2-12. Estimated applied energy for the thermal treatment 

 

These results also demonstrate that the applied heat energy to P25 after 0.48 seconds of 

the residence time is not used effectively for the crystal transformation. Even though, 

the residence time arrived at around 1.00 seconds, the rutile structure content remained 

to the same level as 0.48 seconds. It is probably caused from the deviations of 

agglomerate density or re-agglomerate of P25. The residence time of P25 is calculated 

by using the bulk density of P25. When some small agglomerates have higher bulk 

densities than that of whole original P25 agglomerate, the terminal velocity of the small 

agglomerates become higher than the normal ones and the residence times also become 

shorter than the ones. Additionally, P25 has very easy re-agglomerated property. After 

through the sieve, when P25 re-agglomerates and makes large agglomerate, the terminal 

velocity becomes fast and the residence time also becomes short.  

Before the thermal treatment, original P25 was classified by using the sieve with 0.3 

mm mesh size to make more smaller agglomerate than the original P25. Next, the 

obtained P25 with small agglomerate was thermally treated at 1400 ℃ by passing 

through 0.5 mm mesh sieve equipped top on the electrical furnace. It was difficult to 

carried out the natural dropping thermal treatment by using 0.3 mm mesh sieve set top 

on the electrical furnace due to very less quantity of obtained thermally-treated P25 by 

the upstream. The yield of the classification of original P25 under 0.3 mm sieve was 30 

wt.% and the thermal treatment through 0.5 mm sieve was 60 wt.%. The total yield was 
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18 wt.% for this method. The surface area of the thermally-treated P25 at 1400 ℃ was 3 

m2/g. 

The rutile conversion rate is shown in Table 2-2. A 100 % of rutile structure conversion 

ratio was obtained. The residence time in the electrical furnace is estimated at 1.60 

seconds by the assumption of the agglomerate diameter to 0.3 mm. This result suggests 

that the rutile structure conversion ratio is increased by making small agglomerate 

although the sintering is also proceeded by the prolonging the thermal treatment time.  

 

Table 2-2 Classification of P25 before thermal treatment 

 

 

It seems that one of main reasons of the remaining rutile structure contents at 94 % for 

the thermally-treated P25 is probably cased from the deviation of the density for small 

agglomerates in original P25. The residence time of P25 was estimated 0.96 seconds at 

1450 ℃ under 0.5 mm sieve based on the bulk density of the P25 by 0.1 Kg/L. 

It was confirmed that the bulk density of the P25 is increased by the addition of high 

mechanical share to P25 agglomerate destroying the 3D network structure. For an 

example, 5 times higher bulk density of the P25 (0.5 Kg/L) was easily obtained by 10 

minutes of the ball milling process. This result suggests a possibility that the small 

agglomerate in P25 would have higher density than whole P25 agglomerate. By the 

estimation of slightly higher agglomerate density than the bulk density of P25; i. e., 0.3 

Kg/L, the residence time is calculated to 0.46 seconds with 0.5 mm mesh sieve. This 

value seems to be short to complete the crystal transformation. Comparatively, By the 

estimation of the agglomerate size to 0.3 mm with the same bulk density; 0.3 Kg/L, the 

residence time is calculated to 0.77 seconds. This time is satisfied the transformation 

time.   
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The quantity of densified small agglomerates is assumed to around 6 % for the P25 

because of the saturation of rutile structure content at 94 %. Fig. 2-13 illustrates the 

image of this assumption. 

 

                         

Fig. 2-13. Illustration of the thermal treatment through the sieve 

 

As another fumed TiO2; P90 with smaller primary particle size than P25 was thermally 

treated by the same temperatures and the same sizes of the mesh sieves as P25. The 

rutile conversion ratio is demonstrated in Fig. 2-14. 

 

   

     Fig. 2-14. Rutile conversion rate of P90 
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The contents of the rutile structure maintained 74 % at 1.4 mm sieve and 97 % at both 

1.0 mm and 0.5 mm mesh of sieve. These results suggest that the P90 probably has 

around 3 % of densified small agglomerates. The surface area of the thermally-treated 

P90 at 1450 ℃ passing 0.5 mm sieve was 2 m2/g. Obviously, sintering of P90 occurred. 

The small primary particle size of P90 results the easily sintering.  

 

2.4 Conclusions 

In summary, the fumed TiO2 powder with a high content of rutile (P25: 94 %, P90: 

97 %) were synthesized by the novel thermal treatment by passing sieve from 0.5 to 1.0 

mm sieve at 1450 ℃. The thermally-treated TiO2 (P25) keeps the high dispersibility in 

the water dispersion with many pores in the agglomerated. The high dispersibility is 

caused from closed open pores by partial sintering of the particles of the agglomerate. It 

makes the porous-type of morphology with a sponge-like agglomerate. 

The conversion rate of the rutile structure is highly depended on the residence time 

passing the heating unit in the electrical furnace. The crystal transformation from 

anatase to rutile structure is mainly finished at around 0.48 seconds at 1450 ℃ and other 

residence time would be used mainly not the crystal transformation but the sintering. 

The remained rutile structure contents at 94 % for the thermally-treated P25 is probably 

cased from the deviation of densified small agglomerates in P25. The same tendency to 

P25 is observed to another fumed TiO2, P90 with smaller primary particle size than P25. 

P90 performed easily sintering with the small primary particle size. 
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CHAPTER 3 

DEVELOPMENT OF FUMED TITANIUM DIOXIDE HAVING HIGH 

CONTENT OF RUTILE STRUCTURE AND DISPERSIBILITY USING A 

DRY-TYPE OF SURFACE MODIFICATION AND THERMAL 

TREATMENT  

 

3.1 Introduction 

The high rutile structure contents of the fumed TiO2 (94 % for P25 and 97 % for P90) 

were obtained as shown in Chapter 2. However, these rutile structure contents 

insufficient for the practical use because 100 % of the rutile structure content is required 

by the cosmetic application. It is also confirmed that the conversion ratio of the rutile 

structure from anatase structure to rutile structure is highly depended on the size and 

density of agglomerate for the pure fume TiO2. These results suggest that it has a 

possibility to increase in the content of the rutile structure or decrease with the 

transformation temperature by using a small agglomerate and preserving the 

densification of the small agglomerate. Low temperature is preferred to preserve the 

sintering. However, it is also difficult to complete the natural dropping thermal 

treatment by using under 0.5 mm size sieve treatment due to the upstream.  

This means that the application of smaller agglomerate less than 0.5 mm size is difficult 

for the natural dropping thermal treatment. Additionally, the fumed TiO2 has quite 

re-agglomerated property. It easily and quickly re-agglomerates during storage even 

though under room temperature.  

Regarding the dispersibility, the thermally-treated P25 showed higher dispersibility than 

Chloride type of TiO2; CR-EL although it is not achieved to the same level of 

dispersibility for the original P25. By these reasons, further investigations of the 

transformation to 100% of the rutile structure and to increase the dispersibility with the 

same level of original P25 are necessary by controlling the agglomerate of the fumed 

TiO2.  

There are several studies to control the morphologies of the fumed TiO2 (P25) with the 

combination of other materials, i.e., mixing with SiO2 particle [1-2], surface 
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modification with various materials and alkylalkoxysilanes [3-12], pheylphosphnic acid 

[13] and alumina coating [14]. Especially, it is reported that SiO2 coated TiO2 shows 

high dispersibility by the static electricity repellence of the SiO2 coated layer [15-16]. 

These investigations always apply a wet-type process for the surface modification. It 

has an advantage to modify the fumed TiO2 uniformly. On the other hand, the wet-type 

process needs multiple steps such as preparation of fumed TiO2 dispersion, adjustment 

of pH of the dispersion, filtration or centrifugation, washing, drying and next heating. 

By these processes, normally the resulted fumed TiO2 loses the high dispersibility due 

to a coagulation during the drying process. This is a weak point of the wet-process to 

apply to fumed TiO2. 

Regarding the surface modification, a dry-type surface modification is applied to the 

fumed oxide to give unique functions [17-18]. The dry-type surface modification is 

consisted from simply only two processes, mixing and heating. This dry-type surface 

modification process has mainly big two advantages. One is a maintaining the high 

dispersibility of the fumed oxides due to no use of the solvent. Another is a very simple 

production process. However, it also has a disadvantage, the necessity of a large volume 

heating reactor to complete the reaction due to low bulk density of the fumed oxides.  

In this study, the fumed TiO2 is modified with mainly silicone alkoxides to achieve high 

dispersiblity after thermal treatment to give the static electricity repellence of the SiO2 

coated layer. Titanium alkoxide is also applied as the surface modifier comparing to the 

effectiveness of the silicone alkoxides. For the surface modification process, the 

dry-type surface modification without the heating is tried to produce a precursor 

avoiding the large heating unit. The effectiveness of the species of the metallic 

alkoxides; silicone alkoxide and titanium alkoxide, as a surface modification agent is 

examined for the acceleration of the crystalline transformation and maintaining the high 

dispersibility.  

Herein, in this chapter, we mainly demonstrate two investigations. One is a possibility 

of the dry-type surface modification of the fumed TiO2 with the metallic alkoxides; 

silicone alkoxide and titanium alkoxide, without heating to synthesis the preferable 

precursor for the crystalline transformation. Another is the morphology examination of 

the resulted thermally-treated fumed TiO2 with 100 % of the rutile structure content. 
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Especially, we focused on the dispersibility of the new fumed TiO2 with 100 % of the 

rutile structure content.  

 

3.2 Experimental Details 

3.2.1 Materials  

As fumed TiO2, commercially produced TiO2 (AEROXIDE® TiO2 P 25: 50 m2/g; 21 

nm; (P25), produced by Nippon AEROSIL Co., Ltd.) was used. As silicone alkoxides, 

Silicon tetraethoxide (Si(C2H5O)4): (TEOS), 3--aminopropyltriethoxysilane 

(H2N(CH2)3Si(OC2H5)3): (APTES): Shin-Etsu. Co. Ltd., and Octyltrimethoxysilane 

(C8H17Si(OCH3)3): (OCTMO): EVONIK GmbH) were used. As a titanium alkoxide, 

Titanium tetra-isopropoxide (Ti(i-C3H7O)4): (TTIP), Sigma-Aldrich: CP grade: Merck 

Co. Ltd) was used, Ammonium hydroxide and ethanol were provided by reagent grades 

(Kanto Chemical Co., Inc.) for the wet-type of the surface modification. 

 

3.2.2 Preparation of The Surface Modified Fumed TiO2 with Metallic Alkoxides 

(Precursors) 

For the preparation of surface modification of P25 with metallic alkoxides (precursor), 

the dry-type surface modification was performed without heating at room temperature 

(A). Another dry-type surface modification with heating (B) and a wet-type surface 

modification (C) were also carried out as a comparison of the dry-types surface 

modification.  

(A): Dry-type surface modification without heating at room temperature:  Specified 

quantities of TEOS, TTIP and APTES were added from the top of a mixer (VA-W27 

Hitachi, Ltd.) in small portions of the droplet stirring with P25 (20.0 g) over 60 seconds 

individually. After finishing the addition, the mixed powder was stirred two times at 30 

seconds intervals. The mixed powder was stored at room temperature under air 

atmosphere until the next thermal treatment.  

(B): Dry-type surface modification with heating:  OCTOMO (1.6 g) and P25 (20.0 g) 

were mixed with the same procedure described in (A). After the mixing, the mixed 

powder was transferred to 2 L glass flask and heated at 180 ℃ for 2 hours under 

nitrogen stream with mechanical stirring. 
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(C): Wet-type surface modification with heating: P25 (20.0 g) and ammonium 

hydroxide (25 wt.% aq. 7.0 g) were dispersed in a mixture of deionized distilled water 

(150 ml) and ethanol (400 ml) via Homomixer (PRIMIX Corp.) at 1400 rpm for 3 

minutes. Next, the mixture was dispersed via an ultrasonic homogenizer (US-300CCVP 

Nihon Seiki Kaisha, Ltd.,) at 300 W for 5 minutes. A solution of TEOS (1.5 g) 

dissolved in ethanol (10 ml) was added to the dispersion during magnetically stirring. 

The dispersion was then continued by stirring in a dark environment at room 

temperature for 18 hours. Then the dispersion was filtrated and resultant silica-coated 

P25 was washed several times with deionized distilled water and several times ethanol 

individually. The silica coated P25 was next dried at 105 ℃ for 50 hours and finally 

pulverized using an agate mortar.  

Sample coding for all used and prepared conditions are listed in Table 3-1. The weight 

percentage of the metal oxide in Table 3-1 is calculated from the added quantity of the 

metallic alkoxides converting to corresponding metal oxides. 

 

Table 3-1 Sample cording of the surface modified P25 with metallic alkoxides 

(precursors) 

 

 

3.2.3 Thermal Treatment of The Surface Modified Fumed TiO2 with Metallic 

Alkoxides (Precursors) 

The same thermal treatment was carried out with the same conditions of the electric 

tubular furnace described in Chapter 2.2.1. The electric furnace was heated at several 
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different temperatures from 1000 ℃ to 1400 ℃. The electric tubular furnace maker, 

Ogawa Seiki Co., Ltd. recommend us to use 1400 ℃ as the maximum temperature due to 

exhaustion of a heating element of the furnace. The precursors produced by the same 

procedure in Chapter 3.2.2 were then directly dropped from top of the furnace to the 

bottom through a 0.71 mm sieve fixed to the top of the electric furnace under vibration. 

In the previous examination described in Chapter 2, it was confirmed that the less 

different of rutile conversion ratio between 0.5 mm and 1.0 mm sieve. When using 0.5 

mm sieve, powder blowing from the sieve flowing air upstream was severe and dust 

problem of the operation environment occurred. Additionally, the yields were low. By 

this reason, 0.71 mm sieve was selected taking a balance among rutile conversion ratio, 

operation / environment conditions and yields.  

 

3.2.4 Characterization  

The carbon content of the precursor was measured by Carbon Meter (SUMIGRAPH 

NC-22F, Sumika Chemical Analysis Service, Ltd.) The thermogravimetric analysis 

(TGA) was done in air at a heating rate of 10 ℃/min from room temperature to 500 ℃ 

by DTA / Thermogravimetric analyzer (Thermo Plus EVO2; Rigaku Corp.).  The 

adsorption of the precursor was evaluated by FT-IR (Nicolet 670, Thermo Fischer 

Scientific Inc.) collecting 32 scans in the 400 – 4000 cm-1 range with 4 cm-1 resolution. 

The crystalline phases were analyzed by an X-ray diffractometer (XRD-6100 Shimazu 

Corp.) using Cu-Kα radiation with XRD peak intensity of the rutile (110) and the 

anatase (101) structure [19]. The average crystal size of the thermally-treated fumed 

TiO2 (D in nanometers) was estimated by Scherrer’s equation. 

The particle size distribution was measured by a MT3300EX2 (MicrotracBEL Corp.). 

The Carr Cohesion value was applied as the index of the agglomerate by a weight 

measurement passing through the 355 μm, 250 μm and 155 μm of the sieves with 60 

seconds vibration [20-21]. The sedimentation test was carried out with the same method 

described in Chapter 2.2.2 using a spectrophotometer (V-670 JASCO Corp.) at a 700 

nm [22]. The surface area was measured by the BET technique (Macsorb HM-1200S 

Mountech Co., Ltd.) using the one-point measurement method with nitrogen as an 

absorbent [23]. The morphology and nanostructure were observed by a scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM, JSM-IT300LA, JEOL Ltd.) and a transmission electron 
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microscope (TEM, JEM-1010 JEOL Ltd.). The average crystal size (D in nanometers) 

of the thermally-treated P25 was estimated by Scherrer’s equation. The zeta potential of 

the thermally-treated P25 dispersion in water was measured by nano Partica SZ-100 

(HORIBA Corp.). Colorimetric tests were performed using a color meter (Color Cute i 

Suga Test Instruments Co. Ltd.,) 

 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 Surface Modification  

Table 3-2 summarizes the carbon content of the precursors with storage time at room 

temperature. For the dry-type surface modification without heating at room temperature, 

TE(2), TE(5), TT(2) and TT(5) showed low carbon content less than 0.5 wt.% just after 

1 day of storage.  

 

Table 3-2 Carbon content of P25 modified with the metallic alkoxides (precursors) 

 

 

After 6 days of storage, the carbon content of these precursors slightly decreased to less 

than 0.3 wt.%. Regarding AP(5), it showed similar carbon content; 7.1 wt.% to the 

additive one; 7.5 wt.% even after 6 days of storage. For the dry-type surface 

modification with heating, OC(2) showed less carbon content; 3.0 wt.% than the 

theoretical one; 3.7 wt.%.  The wet-type surface modification, W-TE(2) displayed no 

carbon content.  
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Fig. 3-1 presents the FT-IR spectra of the precursors after 6 days of storage. The spectra 

of the metallic alkoxides and original P25 are shown as references. The metallic 

alkoxides, TEOS, TTIP, APTES and OCTMO show absorption peaks at around 

2840-2900 cm-1 attributed to symmetric and asymmetric stretching of C-H bonds [24]. 

Regarding to the original P25 and precursors, broad absorption bands at regions 

400-800 cm-1 are attributed to Ti-O and Ti-O-Ti bonds [25]. The adsorption bands 

around 1600 cm-1 correspond to the bending vibrations of O-H, and 3400 cm-1 are 

stretching modes of the O-H bond related to the surface adsorbed water and hydroxyl 

groups [26].  

 

Fig. 3-1. FT-IR spectra of the surface modified P25 with metallic alkoxides (Precursors) 

 

In the precursors modified with APTES and OCTMO, the symmetrical and 

asymmetrical stretching vibration of the C-H bonds were observed as presented in 

spectra AP(5) and OC(2). Comparatively, other precursors modified with TEOS and 

TTIP showed no C-H adsorption bands presented in spectra TE(2), TE(5), TT(2), TT(5) 

and W-TE(5). APTES and OCTMO have an alkylene-group bonded to Si atom. On the 
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contrary, TEOS and TTIP do not have an alkylene-group connected to Si or Ti atom and 

only have an alkoxy-group. These results suggest that the alkoxy-groups of TEOS and 

TTIP react with the hydroxyl-groups on the P25 surface and the generated alcohols are 

removed from the P25.  

Fig. 3-2 presents TG curves of the precursors after 6 days of storage. The result of the 

original P25 is also displayed as a reference. The small weight losses observed in the 

original P25 for 1.16 wt.% and W-TE(2) for 1.11wt% attributed to the removal of 

physically absorbed water. The weight losses of TE(2), TE(5), TT(2) and TT(5) were 

probably due to both physically absorbed water and the remaining small quantities of 

organic molecules. The weight loss of OC (2) for 3.81 wt.% can be attributed to the 

oxidative thermal decomposition of the alkyl-group of OCTMO at over 200 ℃. The 

considerable weight losses for AP(5) for 6.62 wt.% can be attributed to the removal of 

unreacted APTES with P25 and oxidative thermal decomposition. These weight losses 

for all materials confirmed the results of the carbon contents data shown in Table 3-2.  

 

 

Fig. 3-2. TG thermographs of P25 modified with metallic alkoxides (Precursors) 

 

These results suggest that the reactivity of the metallic alkoxides with P25 is highly 

dependent on the species of metallic alkoxides in the dry-type surface modification. The 
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proposed reaction schemes are shown in Fig. 3-3. TEOS and TTIP can react with P25 at 

room temperature as shown in Fig. 3-3 (a). The decrease of small carbon content after 6 

days of storage as shown in Table 3-2 probably caused from the reaction of remaining 

alkoxy-group and leaving the alcohol generated by the reaction during storage at room 

temperature.  

APTES has less reactivity with the P25 at the same temperature (Fig. 3-3 (b)). 

Regarding the dry-type surface modification with heating, unreacted OCTMO probably 

removed from P25 surface during the heating process as illustrated in Fig. 3-3 (c). The 

heating process can be skipped for the dry-type surface modification with TEOS and 

TTIP from these results.  

 

 

   Fig. 3-3. Reaction scheme of P25 modified with metallic alkoxides (Precursors) 

 

3.3.2 Conversion Ratio from The Anatase to The Rutile Structure 

Fig. 3-4 illustrates the X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the anatase (101) and the 

rutile (110) of the thermally-treated precursors modified with TEOS by both the 

dry-type and the wet-type of the surface modification. It was observed that the 

thermally-treated TE(2) (dry-process) showed higher rutile peak than the 

thermally-treated W-TE(2) (wet-process) at all temperatures. At 1400 ℃, the 
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thermally-treated TE(2) demonstrates no anatase peak. Comparatively, the 

thermally-treated W-TE(2) still maintains a considerable amount of the anatase peak. 

 

 

Fig. 3-4. XRD patterns of the thermally-treated P25 modified with metallic alkoxides 

 

Fig. 3-5 confirms the content of the rutile structure of the thermally-treated precursors at 

several temperatures. TT(2) and TT(5) showed very similar conversion curves for the 

rutile structure. Both materials demonstrated 100 % of the rutile structure at 1400 ℃. 

AP(5) and OC(2) demonstrated low content of the rutile structure. The thermally-treated 

AP(5) and OC(2) at 1400 ℃ showed 84 % and 98 % of the rutile structure respectively. 

They did not achieve 100 % rutile structure at 1400 ℃. It has been reported that the 

carbon content in TiO2 acts as the stabilizer for the anatase structure [27-28]. AP(5) and 

OC(2) contains a large amount of carbon as shown in Table 3-2. The carbon content 

probably acts as an inhibitor for the thermal transformation from anatase to rutile 

structure. Regarding TEOS modification, the thermally-treated TE(2) and TE(5) showed 

very different conversion curves of the rutile structure. TE(2) showed rapid rise of the 

content of the rutile structure between 1100 ℃ and 1200 ℃ and it transformed to 100 % 

rutile structure at 1400 ℃. Comparatively, TE(5) maintained low content of the rutile 
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structure from 1100 ℃ to 1300 ℃. It remained 82 % of the rutile structure at 1400 ℃. 

The carbon content is not attributed to the main reason for the different transformation 

results between TE(2) and TE(5) because these materials have similar carbon contents.  

 

 

Fig. 3-5 (1). Rutile conversion rate for the thermally-treated P25 modified with TEOS 

and TTIP 

                 

Fig. 3-5 (2). Rutile conversion rate for the thermally-treated P25 modified with 

OCTMO, APTES and Wet-TEOS 
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It was confirmed that the agglomerate before the thermal treatment is influenced on the 

rutile conversion ratio in Chapter 2. The particle size distributions of the precursor for 

TE(2) and TE(5) were measured to confirm the agglomerate size. The results are shown 

in Fig. 3-6. 

 

 

Fig. 3-6. Particle size distribution of precursor TE(2) and TE(5) 

 

Without ultrasonic irradiation in Fig. 3-6 (a), the precursor TE(2) and TE(5) appeared 

very similar particle size distribution curves. Due to the ultrasonic irradiation at 40 W 

for 3 minutes as shown in Fig. 3-6 (b), both materials showed very similar particle size 

distribution curves although the main peaks of TE(2) and TE(5) shifted to smaller 

distribution region. The particle size distribution did not recognize the difference of 

agglomerate size between TE(2) and TE(5). This particle size distribution is measured 

in a water dispersion. Therefore, the result is influenced on the dispersibility on the 

media (water).  This method is not effective to confirm the agglomerate situation for 

this investigation. 

Regarding the wet-type of surface modification, W-TE(2) showed lower content of the 

rutile structure for all temperatures than the dry-type TE(2). The content of the rutile 

structure of W-TE(2) showed still 70 % at 1400 ℃.  

TE(2), TE(5) and W-TE(2) passed through the same size of mesh; 0.71 mm, for the 

thermal treatment. If they have the same agglomerate size; 0.71 mm and bulk densities; 
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0.1 Kg/L, the residence time in the electrical furnace should be the same; 0.68 seconds 

at 1400 ℃ under the Stokes’s equation. To confirm the agglomerate morphology, these 

precursors were observed by using a scanning electron microscope (SEM). The SEM 

photos of the precursors TE(2), TE(5) and W-TE(2) are illustrated in Fig. 3-7. 

Obviously, TE(2) showed the small agglomerate around less than 5 μm. TE(5) 

illustrated larger and densified agglomerate than TE(2). The large quantity of the TEOS 

probably acts like a binder of the P25 particles in TE(5). 

W-TE(2) demonstrated the large agglomerate around 5 – 20 μm. Additionally, it seems 

that W-TE(2) makes rigid and densified agglomerate. The terminal velocity is faster 

than the others due to the high densified small agglomerate. These agglomerate sizes are 

relatively well fit to the results of the conversion ratio from anatase to rutile structure.  

 

 

Fig. 3-7. SEM images of the surface modified P25 with TEOS (Precursors) 

 

Carr Cohesion value was applied as the index of the agglomerate as another method. 

Generally, the agglomerate with low Carr Cohesion value indicates smaller / weaker 

agglomerate than larger one. The precursors TE(2) and TE(5) showed Carr Cohesion 

values; 45 and 60 respectively. These results relatively good fit to the rutile conversion 

results. It is suggested that the transformation from anatase to rutile structure is highly 

depended on the morphology of the precursors in this novel thermal treatment method.  
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3.3.3 Dispersibility 

Fig. 3-8 demonstrates the particle size distributions of the thermally-treated TE(2), 

TT(2) and TT(5) at 1400 ℃ having 100 % of the rutile structure. The results of other 

types of TiO2 with 100 % of the rutile structure produced by Chloride process (CR-EL 

(7m2/g) Ishihara Sangyo Co. Ltd.) in Chapter 2. 3. 3 is quoted as a reference. Without 

ultrasonic irradiation in Fig. 3-8 (a), the thermally-treated TE(2), TT(2) and TT(5) 

appeared very similar, wide range and two major distribution peaks. Due to the 

ultrasonic irradiation at 40 W for 3 minutes as shown in Fig. 3-8 (b), the main peaks of 

TE(2), TT(2) and TT(5) shifted to smaller distribution region and made one major peak 

individually.  In contrast, CR-EL showed smaller particle size distribution than that of 

TE(2), TT(2) and TT(5) without the ultrasonic irradiation. The main peak of CR-EL 

shifted to smaller region although main peak was remaining in the original region under 

40W of ultrasonic irradiation. These results indicate that the thermally-treated TE(2), 

TT(2) and TT(5) at 1400 ℃ made weak agglomerate which are easily reduced to small 

agglomerate by the weak ultrasonic irradiation although their particle size distributions 

are larger than CR-EL.  

 

         Fig. 3-8. Particle size distribution of the thermally-treated P25 at 1400 ℃ 
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As the sedimentation test, the absorbance of the water dispersion of the 

thermally-treated TE(2), TT(2) and TT(5) at 1400 ℃ versus storage time were 

examined. CR-EL and original P25 without the thermal treatment are also illustrated as 

the references. The results are shown in Fig. 3-9. Very different results were obtained in 

the sedimentation test. The thermally-treated TE(2) maintained constant high and 

similar absorbance curve to the original P25. At 50 hours storage, the thermally-treated 

TE(2) and the original P25 demonstrated the absorbance 3.378 % and 3.584 % 

respectively. The thermally-treated TT(2) and TT(5) gradually reduced depended on the 

storage time and showed 0.460 % and 0.696 % for 50 hours storage. Comparatively, 

CR-EL rapidly dropped in absorbance and demonstrated 0.072 % at 50 hours. The 

sedimentation results of CR-EL was slightly different from the result in Fig. 2-8. This 

different is probably cased from the deviation of sampling point of the CR-EL. 

 

 

Fig. 3-9. Absorbance of the thermally-treated P25 at 1400 ℃ 

 

The absorbance value is directly related to the transparency of the water dispersion. 

These results suggest that the thermally-treated TE(2) has very slower sedimentation 

velocity and higher dispersibility in water.  

For the estimation of sedimentation velocity by using the Stokes’s equation, 0.56 

cm/hour sedimentation velocity was obtained by applying 1 μm of average diameter for 

CR-EL particles and this result shows a relatively good consistency with the 

sedimentation test result for CR-EL as described in Chapter 2. However, this 
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assumption does not fit to the thermally-treated TE(2), TT(2) and TT(5) at 1400 ℃ 

because they showed larger particle size than CR-EL in the particle size distribution. 

Especially, the thermally-treated TE(2) at 1400 ℃ performed very slow sedimentation 

velocity.  

 

3.3.4 Morphologies and Nanostructures 

Fig. 3-10 displays the surface area (S.BET) of the thermally-treated TE(2), TT(2) and 

TT(5) at several temperatures. The reversed tendency observed for the conversion ratio 

of the content of the rutile structure. The thermally-treated TE(2) showed higher surface 

area than that of the thermally-treated TT(2) and TT(5) at all thermal treatment 

temperatures. The thermally-treated TT(2) and TT(5) demonstrated the same S. BET 

curves.  At 1400 ℃, the thermally-treated TE(2) demonstrated 11 m2/g of S.BET and 

both the thermally-treated TT(2) and TT(5) showed 5 m2/g of S.BET. 

 

 

Fig. 3-10. Surface area of the thermally-treated P25 modified with metallic alkoxides 

 

Fig. 3-11 illustrates SEM and TEM images of the thermally-treated TE(2), TT(2) and 

TT(5) at 1400 ℃ having 100 % of the rutile structure. It was observed that the 

thermally-treated TE(2), TT(2) and TT(5) make bulky agglomerates with many porous 

among the particles, sponge-like agglomerates. Further, the thermally-treated TE(2) 

demonstrated smaller particle and agglomerate size than that of the thermally-treated 

TT(2) and TT(5). It was reported that the growth of TiO2 particle was suppressed by the 
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codeposition of SiO2 for TiO2-SiO2 particles [29]. The coexistence of SiO2 on the P25 

surface inhibited the grain growth of the thermally-treated TE(2) at 1400 ℃. This result 

shows a relatively good consistency with the results of S.BET as shown in Fig. 3-9.  

 

 

Fig. 3-11. SEM and TEM images of the thermally-treated P25 at 1400 ℃ 

 

In the thermally-treated TE(2), TT(2) and TT(5), there were no any tiny particles 

attached on the P25 surface by TEM observation under high magnification. The surface 

of the P25 was coated with a layer of SiO2 or TiO2. The results are shown in Fig. 3-12. 

 

 

Fig. 3-12. TEM images of the thermally-treated P25 at 1400 ℃ under high 

magnification (×300,000) 
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Fig. 3-13 demonstrates the relationships between the content of the rutile structure and 

crystal size of the rutile structure calculated by the X-ray diffraction peak, rutile (110). 

The X-ray diffraction patterns are illustrated in Fig. 3-14. The thermally-treated TE(2) 

showed wider half-value width of rutile (110) peak than TT(2) and TT(5) at 1400 ℃. 

The thermally-treated TE(2) showed 38 nm crystal size for 100 % of rutile structure. 

Comparatively, the thermally-treated TT(2) and TT(5) showed 48 nm and 51 nm of 

crystal size for 100 % of rutile structure respectively. The small crystal size of TE(2) is 

correlated with the results of the particle size as shown in Fig. 3-11. 

 

   

Fig. 3-13. Relationship between the content of rutile structure and crystal size of the 

rutile structure of the thermally-treated P25 modified with metallic alkoxides 
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Fig. 3-14. XRD patterns (Rutile 110) of the thermally-treated P25 modified with 

metallic alkoxides 

 

Fig. 3-15 presents the zeta potential of the thermally-treated TE(2) and the original P25 

at several temperatures. The precursor TE(2) and the original P25 showed positive zeta 

potentials; 34.8 mV and 42.4 mV before thermal treatment respectively. The zeta 

potentials shifted from positive to negative charge with the thermal treatment. The 

original P25 showed -18.0 mV of the charge after thermal treatment at 1400 ℃. The 

shift of the zeta potential was probably caused from the decrease of a hydroxyl-group 

on the surface. The thermally-treated TE(2) demonstrated higher negative charges than 

the original P25 at all temperatures.  
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Fig. 3-15. Zeta potential of the thermally-treated P25 modified with TEOS 

 

Table 3-3 summarizes the zeta potential of the thermally-treated TE(2), TT(2) and 

W-TE(2) with the results of the original P25. Before the thermal treatment, TE(2) and 

TT(2) demonstrated positive zeta potentials 34.8 mV and 37.8 mV relatively near to the 

original P25. With the thermal treatment at 1400 ℃、the thermally-treated TE(2) and 

TT(2) presented high negative zeta potential, -42.0 mV and -27.5 mV respectively.  

The sedimentation results of the thermally-treated TT(2) shown in Fig. 3-9 are caused 

from relatively similar but higher negative charge from the thermally-treated P25 shown 

in Fig. 2-5. 

W-TE(2) performed high negative zeta potential before and after the thermal treatment 

at 1400 ℃, -56.8 mV and -47.9 mV. It is reported that binary metal oxides show 

stronger acidity than the single oxides [30]. The higher negative charge of the 

thermally-treated TE(2) than the original P25 was probably due to both the SiO2 coating 

layer and formation of Ti-O-Si bond on the P25 surface as we expected in the beginning 

of this investigation.  

From these results, it is confirmed that the high dispersibility of the thermally-treated 

TE (2) at 1400 ℃ is attributed to both the sponge-like agglomerate with low particle 

density and the static electricity repellence of the SiO2 coated layer.  
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Table 3-3 Zeta potential of P25 modified with metallic alkoxides 

 

 

3.3.5 Brightness and Color Tone 

Table 3-4 summarizes the brightness and color tone of the thermally-treated TE(2) and 

TT(2) at 1400 ℃. The results of the original P25, precursor W-TE(2) and CR-EL are 

also illustrated. The thermally-treated TE(2) and TT(2) showed shifting the b* values to 

positive; 2.98 and 3.25, and the a* values to negative; -0.54 and -0.81 respectively. 

These value shifts became near to the b* and a* values of CR-EL. Comparatively, the 

precursor W-TE(2) showed very near b* and a* values of the original P25. As a crystal 

morphology, the anatase structure usually shows slightly bluish white color while the 

rutile structure shows slightly yellowish white color. The color tone shifts of 

thermally-treated TE(2) and TT(2) were attributed to the rutile structure for these 

materials. 

 

Table 3-4 Brightness and color tone of P25 modified with metallic alkoxides 

 

 

3.4 Conclusions 

In this study, the effect of the dry-type of the surface modification of P25 was studied to 

prepare a new P25 having 100 % of the rutile structure maintaining the high 

dispersibility. P25 was modified with the metallic alkoxides for the preparation of the 
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precursors. Next, the precursors were thermally-treated with the novel natural dropping 

method. The carbon content and agglomerate of the precursor had influenced on the 

transformation ratio from anatase to rutile structure. Low carbon content and small 

agglomerate were preferred for the precursor for the transformation. It is confirmed that 

the dry-type surface modification with TEOS and TTIP without heating is very effective 

method to prepare the preferable precursors for the next thermal treatment. The 

morphology of the agglomerate for precursor is influenced on the rutile structure 

conversion rate. The thermally-treated TE(2), TT(2) and TT(5) at 1400 ℃ achieved 

100 % of the rutile conversion. It is suggested that the precursors of TE(2), TT(2) and 

TT(5) are making small agglomerate and preserving the increase of the bulk density for 

the small agglomerate.  

Especially, the thermally-treated TE(2) achieved both 100 % rutile structure and high 

dispersibility as demonstrated in the sedimentation test. The high dispersibility of the 

thermally-treated TE(2) is attributed to both the sponge-like structural characteristic of 

the agglomerate and the static electricity repellence by coated SiO2 layer. These results 

revealed that the combination of dry-type surface modification and natural dropping 

thermal treatment is an attractive method to prepare the new fumed TiO2 with 100 % 

rutile structure maintaining the high dispersibility. 
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CHAPTER 4 

STUDY OF EFFECT OF EXTERNAL ADDITIVES ON A SYNTHESIS OF 

FUMED TITANIUM DIOXIDE WITH A HIGH CONTENT OF RUTILE 

STRUTURE BY A NOVEL NATURAL DROPPING THERMAL 

TREATMETN  

 

4.1 Introduction 

It is confirmed that the morphology of the fumed TiO2 before thermal treatment 

(precursors) influenced on the transformation temperature from the anatase to the rutile 

structure with the novel natural dropping thermal treatment as described in Chapter 2 

and Chapter 3. These results suggest that the small sized and low densified agglomerate 

of fumed TiO2 tends to increase in the content of the rutile structure. Additionally, SiO2 

layer on the fumed TiO2 surface improves the dispersibility of it with the static 

electricity repellence. 

It is known that the addition of a small portion of fumed oxides improves the flowability 

of a large particle and a sticky powder. This property is utilized to an external additive 

of a toner material [1-3]. An organic salt is also applied as an additive to give similar 

functions to various powders [4-6]. The addition of these external additives with solid 

state have a possibility to change the morphology of the precursors prepared from the 

fumed TiO2. 

In this study, the sold state external additives are applied to modify the agglomerate of 

precursor of the fumed TiO2 as a different type of modification process compared with 

metallic alkoxides. For the modification of the precursor, very simple modification; 

only mixing process was tried.  

A surface modified fumed silica was applied as an external additive to give high 

dispersibility with static electricity repellence by existing SiO2 on fumed TiO2 surface. 

A fumed Al2O3 was also applied as the external additive to accelerate the transformation 

with high thermal conductivity on the fumed TiO2 and to confirm the effectivity of SiO2 

for the dispersibility.  

Calcium stearate was used as other external additive to compare the effectiveness with 

the fumed SiO2 and the fumed Al2O3. 
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The morphology of the precursors and the thermally-treated TiO2 are investigated in 

relation to the agglomerate of the precursors. 

Herein, in this chapter, we would like to report an available new thermal treatment 

technology to synthesis the new fumed TiO2 with 100 % of the rutile structure content 

maintaining the high dispersibility by addition of the solid stated external additives. We 

focused on the evaluation of the new fumed TiO2 with 100 % of the rutile structure 

content by the same reason as Chapter 3. 

 

4.2 Experimental  

4.2.1 Materials and Preparation 

As fumed TiO2, commercially produced TiO2 and experimental sample with different 

surface areas and primary particle sizes, (AEROXIDE® TiO2 P 25: 50 m2/g; 21 nm; 

(P25), AEROXIDE® TiO2 P 90: 90 m2/g; 14nm; (P90) and VP P 75: 75 m2/g; 19 nm; 

produced by Nippon AEROSIL Co., Ltd.) were used. The external additives, fumed 

alumina, AEROXIDE® AluC (AluC)，produced by EVONIK GmbH surface modified 

fumed SiO2 with dimethyldicholosilane; AEROSIL® R 972; 14 nm; (R972) ; produced 

by Nippon AEROSIL Co. Ltd.) and calcium stearate (Sigma-Aldrich: CP grade: Merck 

Co. Ltd) were used. 

 

4.2.2. Preparation of The Fumed TiO2 with External Additives (Precursors) 

In the case of the external additives, R972 and AluC, they were mixed three times with 

the fumed TiO2 using a mixer (VA-W27 Hitachi, Ltd.) at 2 times for 30 seconds 

intervals to prepare the precursors. Regarding the calcium stearate, it was added from 

the top of the mixer in several portions with stirring over 60 seconds. After finishing the 

addition, it was mixed two times at 30 seconds intervals. 

 

4.2.3 Thermal Treatment of The Fumed TiO2 with External Additives (Precursors)  

The same thermal treatment was carried out with the same conditions of the electric 

tubular furnace described in Chapter 2.2.1. The precursors were directly dropped from 

the top of the furnace to the bottom by a natural dropping method through a 0.71 mm 

sieve fixed to the top of the electric furnace under vibration. The electric furnace was 
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heated at several temperatures from 1000 ℃ to 1400 ℃. Both the maximum 

temperature of the electric tubular furnace and the 0.71 mm sieve were selected with the 

same reason described in Chapter 3.2.3.  

 

4.2.4 Characterization  

The crystalline phases were analyzed by an X-ray diffractometer (XRD-6100 Shimazu 

Corp.) using Cu-Kα radiation peak intensity of the rutile (110) and the anatase (101) 

structure [7]. The average crystal size of the thermally-treated fumed TiO2 (D in 

nanometers) was estimated by Scherrer’s equation. 

The particle size distribution was measured by a MT3300EX2 from the MicrotracBEL 

Corp. The surface area was measured by the BET technique (Macsorb HM-1200S 

Mountech Co., Ltd.) using the one-point measurement method with nitrogen as an 

absorbent [8].  

The sedimentation test was carried out with the same method described in Chapter 2.2.2 

using a spectrophotometer (V-670 JASCO Corp.) at 700 nm [9]. 

The appearance of the sedimentation in an aqueous medium was also visually observed. 

The nanostructure and morphology were determined by a transmission electron 

microscope (TEM, JEM-1010 JEOL Ltd.). The repose angle and the agglomerate of the 

powder before the thermal treatment (Precursors) were measured using a Horiba 

Powder tester. The Carr Cohesion value was applied as the index of the agglomerate by 

a weight measurement passing through the 355 μm, 250 μm and 155 μm sieves with 60 

seconds of vibration [10]. The carbon content was measured by the Carbon Meter 

(SUMIGRAPH NC-22F, Sumika Chemical Analysis Service, Ltd.).  The zeta potential 

of the dispersion in water was measured by nano Partica SZ-100 (HORIBA Corp.). 

 

4.3 Results and Discussion 

4.3.1 Conversion Ratio from The Anatase to The Rutile Structure 

Fig. 4-1 shows the X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the anatase (101) and the rutile 

(110) for the thermally-treated P25 without the external additive and the 

thermally-treated P25 with 5 wt.% R972. The XRD data indicated that the 

transformation from the anatase to the rutile was significantly affected by the addition 

of R972. It was observed that the thermally-treated P25 with R972 showed a lower 
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anatase content than the thermally-treated P25 without the external additive at all 

temperatures. At 1400 ℃, the thermally-treated P25 with R972 demonstrates no anatase 

content. It shows 100 % rutile structure content although the anatase still remained in 

the thermally-treated P25 without the external additive. 

 

Fig. 4-1. XRD patterns of the thermally-treated P25 

 

Fig. 4-2 confirms the rutile structure content for the thermally-treated P25 with the 

external additives compared to the thermally-treated P25 without the external additives 

at several different temperatures. It is observed that the addition of the external additives 

has a significant effect on increasing the rutile structure content. The order of the 

increase in the rutile structure content is as follows: P25 with calcium stearate > P25 

with AluC > P25 with R972 >> P25 without external additive.  

The thermally-treated P25 with R972 and AluC showed 100 % of rutile structure at 

1350 ℃ and 1300 ℃, respectively, although the thermally-treated P25 without the 

external additive remained at 94 % rutile content even though the thermal treatment 

temperature was higher than 1400 ℃. The thermally-treated P25 with calcium stearate 
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showed 100 % rutile content at a relatively low temperature; 1200 ℃. This temperature 

is more than 100 ℃ lower than that of the addition of R972 and AluC, and more than 

250 ℃ lower than the thermally-treated P25 without the external additive. 

 

 

   Fig. 4-2. Rutile conversion rate of the thermally-treated P25 with external additive 

 

4.3.2 Surface Area 

Fig. 4-3 displays the surface areas (S.BET) of the thermally-treated P25 with the external 

additives compared to the thermally-treated P25 without the external additives from 

1000 ℃ to 1400 ℃. It is evident that a decrease in the surface area was observed in all 

cases depending on the rise in the thermal treatment temperature. The order of the 

decrease in the surface area is, thermally-treated P25 with calcium stearate > P25 with 

AluC > P25 with R972 > P25 without the external additive. This result demonstrated the 

reversed tendency of the conversion ratio of the rutile structure as shown in Fig.4-2. 

Specifically, the thermally-treated P25 with calcium stearate shows a very low surface 

area even though at a relatively low thermal treatment temperature.  

When 5 wt.% of R972 and AluC are mixed with P25, the surface area of the mixed 

powder was calculated to be 52.5 m2/g by the surface area of R972 and AluC. This 

estimation indicates that the addition of 5 wt.% for both R972 and AluC has less 
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influence on the surface area for the resulting fumed TiO2 powders. 

 

 

Fig. 4-3. Surface area of the thermally-treated P25 with external additives 

 

4.3.3 Dispersibility 

Fig. 4-4 confirms the particle size distributions of the thermally-treated P25 with the 

external additive having 100% rutile structure content; P25 with R972 at 1350 ℃, P25 

with AluC at 1300 ℃ and P25 with calcium stearate at 1200 ℃. Without ultrasonic 

sonication, the thermally-treated P25 with R972 and AluC showed a very wide particle 

size distribution and they demonstrated three or two major constituents, respectively. 

Regarding the thermally-treated P25 with calcium stearate, it shows a narrower particle 

size distribution than that of the thermally-treated P25 with R972 and AluC. It shows 

one major constituent. Due to the ultrasonic sonication at 40 W for 3 minutes, the main 

constituents of the thermally-treated P25 with R972 and AluC shift to a smaller 

distribution region for which the thermally-treated P25 with calcium stearate shows less 

shift to the smaller region. This result indicates that the thermally-treated P25 with R972 

and AluC have weak agglomerate behaviors which are easily disrupted by the ultrasonic 

sonication. On the other hand, the thermally-treated P25 with calcium stearate has a 
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strong agglomerate tendency which is not affected by the sonication at the ultrasonic 

frequency of 40 W for 3 minutes.     

 

 

Fig. 4-4. Particle sized distribution of the thermally-treated P25 with the external 

additives 

 

Fig. 4-5 indicates the absorbance of the dispersion in water versus storage time for the 

thermally-treated P25 with external additives having 100 % of the rutile structure as a 

sedimentation test. These were the same samples used for the particle size distribution. 

In this investigation, the other types (Chloride process) of TiO2 (CR-EL (7 m2/g) 

Ishihara Sangyo Co. Ltd.) with the rutile structure and similar surface area, and the 

original P25 without any external additives and thermal treatment were also applied as 

references. The results of CE-EL was slightly different from the results shown in Fig. 

2-5 and Fig. 3-9. This difference is also probably cased from the deviation of sampling 

point of the CR-EL. Very different results were obtained from the sedimentation test. 

The thermally-treated P25 with R972 maintained a constant high and stable absorbance 

curve. This curve is very similar to the original P25. It showed an excellent 

dispersibility with 100 % rutile structure content. The thermally-treated P25 with AluC 

showed slightly lower dispersibility than the thermally-treated P25 with R972. 

Regarding the thermally-treated P25 with calcium stearate, the absorbance rapidly 

dropped and showed a very similar curve to CR-EL.  
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Fig. 4-5. Absorbance of TiO2 dispersion in water 

 

The thermally-treated P25 with calcium stearate has higher sedimentation velocity in 

water than the thermally-treated P25 with R972 and AluC although it displays similar 

particle size distribution to the thermally-treated P25 with AluC under ultrasonic 

sonication at 40 W for 3 minutes as shown in Fig. 4-4 (b).  

The photos of the fumed TiO2 dispersion in water for the sedimentation test are 

displayed in Fig. 4-6. It is noted that the dispersion of the thermally-treated P25 with 

R972 (a) shows a turbid appearance with a low transparency similarly to the original 

P25 without any external additives and the thermal treatment during 50 hours of storage. 

The dispersion of the thermally-treated P25 with calcium stearate becomes transparent 

in just 2 hours of storage similarly to CR-EL produced by the chloride process. Both 

these powders show very poor dispersibility due to the fast sedimentation velocity.  

The mixture of the thermally-treated P25 without any external additives at 1400 ℃ and 

5 % AEROSIL® 130 (which is a core particle of R972) was dispersed in the water and 

another sedimentation test was carried out to confirm whether the excellent 

dispersibility of the thermally-treated P25 with R972 was due to the thickening effect of 

AEROSIL® 130. The dispersion did not show a high absorbance value, 2.4 % for 7 

hours, 1.2 % for 24 hours and 0.28 % after 50 hours of storage. The color of the 
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dispersed material gradually became clear by a visual inspection. These results suggest 

that the high dispersibility of the thermally-treated P25 with R972 is not caused by the 

thickening property from the core particles of R972, AEROSIL® 130. 

 

 

Fig. 4-6. Photos of TiO2 dispersion in water for the sedimentation test 

 

4.3.4 Nanostructure of The Thermally-Treated Fumed TiO2 with An External 

Additive 

Fig. 4-7 shows the transmission electron microscope (TEM) images including under 

high magnification for the thermally-treated P25 with the external additives which are 

the same materials from the previous sedimentation test.  

It is observed that both the thermally-treated P25 with R972 and with AluC contain both 

large particles (possibly made by partial sintering / grain growth) and many small 

particles. These results are very different from the results of the thermally-treated TE (2), 

TT (2) and TT (5) as shown in Fig. 3-11. Chapter 3, although all materials show 100 % 
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of rutile structure. In Fig. 3-11, there were no any tiny particles attached on the P25 

surface due to coating of a layer of SiO2 or TiO2. Comparatively, the thermally-treated 

P25 with R972 and with AluC contain the small particles on the P25 surface after the 

thermal treatment. 

On the other hand, the thermally-treated P25 with calcium stearate shows no small 

particles. This TEM result supports the sintering / grain growth of P25 by the addition 

of calcium stearate  

 

 

 

Fig. 4-7. TEM images of the thermally-treated P25 with the external additives 

 

When 3 μm diameter of the agglomerate of the thermally-treated P25 with calcium 

stearate is roughly applied to the Stokes’s equation from not particle size distribution 

but the TEM observation in this case as shown in Fig. 4-7 (c), a 5 cm/h sedimentation 

velocity was estimated. This result shows a relatively good consistency with the result 

of the sedimentation test shown in Fig. 4-6.  

The thermally-treated P25 with R972 and AluC show very slow sedimentation 

velocities although they have a similar particle size of the agglomerates compared to the 

thermally-treated P25 with calcium stearate. This result indicates that the particle 

density can influence on the sedimentation velocity as well as the particle size. The 

thermally-treated P25 with R972 and AluC would have a much lower powder density 
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even with many pores in the agglomerate and exhibit pseudo-large particles in the 

particle size distribution.  

The thermally-treated P25 with R972 demonstrated higher dispersibility than the 

thermally-treated P25 with AluC as shown in Fig. 4-5. The thermally-treated P25 with 

R972 at 1400 ℃ showed -47.8 mV of the zeta potential. These results suggest that the 

high dispersibility is probably caused from not only the sponge-like agglomerate but 

also the static electricity repellence of the attached SiO2 on the P25 surface as we 

intended in this investigation. 

Fig. 4-8 shows the relationship between the rutile structure content and crystal size of 

the rutile structure calculated from the X-ray diffraction peak, rutile (110). It was 

observed that 100 % rutile structure content is obtained from over 36 nm of crystal size. 

 

     Fig. 4-8. Crystal size of the thermally-treated P25 with the external additives 

 

4.3.5 The Effect of Fumed TiO2 Agglomerate before Thermal Treatment  

The agglomerated situation of P25 with the external additives (Precursors) was 

measured to confirm the effect of the external additives on the transformation from the 

anatase to rutile structure.  

Table 4-1 summarizes the relationships between the repose angle, Carr Cohesion value 

of P25 with the external additive before the thermal treatment (Precursor) and the 
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temperature of 100 % of rutile structure observed. The order of the repose angle from 

small to high is as follows: original P25 > P25 with R972 ≒ P25 with AluC > P25 

with calcium stearate. 

 

Table 4-1 Repose angle and Carr Cohesion of P25 with the external additive 

 

Sieve: 0.71mm 

 

On the other hand, the order of the Carr Cohesion value is as follows: P25 with calcium 

stearate < P25 with AluC < P25 with R972 < original P25. It is known that the Carr 

Cohesion value is a good index to demonstrate the affinity for agglomeration [11-12]. 

This Carr Cohesion tendency shows relatively good relationships between the 

temperature for 100 % rutile structure. P25 powder with the low Carr Cohesion value 

would pass through the sieve as smaller agglomerates than that of the agglomerate with 

the high Carr Cohesion value. 

In the Table 4-1, the estimated agglomerate size is also summarized. The size was 

calculated by the back calculation based on the assumption that 80 Kcal/mol of heat 

energy point under the temperature for 100 % rutile structure by using the unsteady heat 

transfer equation described in Chapter 2.3.4. In this assumption, the thermal capacity of 

the agglomerate with the external additive was set depended on the weight percentage. 

The estimated agglomerate size also shows good relationship to the temperature for 

100 % of rutile structure. The agglomerate with small estimated agglomerate size shows 

low crystal transformation temperature for 100 % of rutile structure.  

The following residence times under the same temperature for 100 % of rutile structure 

are calculated based on the terminal velocity of the Stokes’s equation for each 

agglomerate.  

-P25 with R972: 0.45 seconds 
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-P25 with Alu C: 0.66 seconds 

-P25 with calcium stearate: 0.70 seconds. 

For the addition of AluC, other effect besides for low agglomerate is expected. Al2O3 

has around 5 times higher thermal conductivity than TiO2. Therefore, the AluC particle 

on the P25 surface would conduct the heat more effectively than the air and would 

result decrease in the crystal transformation temperature. 

As for P25 with calcium stearate, it seems to have longer residence time in the electrical 

furnace even though lower temperature than others by this assumption. 

The carbon content of P25 with calcium stearate was 3.05 wt.% before the thermal 

treatment and the value changed to 0.22 wt.% after the 1200 ℃ thermal treatment. A 

previous report determined that the carbon contamination prevents the transformation 

from the anatase to the rutile structure when the sol-gel process was implemented [13]. 

Our result suggests that the thermally-treated P25 with calcium stearate had the opposite 

effect.  

It is assumed that an alkyl-group of the calcium stearate is oxidized by the thermal 

treatment under air and heated the P25 as an additional heat source by the burning by 

the result of the carbon content. The local temperature of the agglomerate would be 

risen compared with no burning condition by this oxidation. This additional heat 

accelerates the transformation and sintering / grain growth of the thermally-treated P25 

with calcium stearate. P25 with calcium stearate shows very low Carr Cohesion value 

before the thermal treatment. It makes small agglomerate and long residence time in the 

electrical furnace, and additionally the heat seems to be quickly propagated within the 

agglomerate.   

Generally, the thermal treatment of organic compounds in air can be difficult due to the 

oxidation reaction. However, in this case, the thermally-treated P25 with calcium 

stearate passes through the sieve in very small portions and the heating time is quite 

short. The speed and volume of P25 can be controlled through the sieve. This novel 

natural drop method has the advantage of providing a thermal treatment with 

oxidization of the organic material under safe conditions as a new thermal treatment 

method.  This is depicted in Fig. 4-9. 
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Fig. 4-9. Scheme of the thermal treatment of the fumed TiO2 with the external additive 

 

Table 4-2 shows the Carr Cohesion value of other several fumed TiO2 with R972 before 

the thermal treatment (Precursor) and the relative rutile content after the thermal 

treatment at 1250 ℃. The addition of R972 to the fumed TiO2 reduces the Carr 

Cohesion value of not only the P25 but also other fumed TiO2 which have smaller 

primary particle sizes than P25. The contents of the rutile structure of the 

thermally-treated P75 and P90 with R972 were higher than the thermally-treated P25 

with R972 although the Carr Cohesion value is a similar value. This result suggests that 

the primary particle size of the fumed TiO2 is also another factor for the attainable 

transformation temperature of the fumed TiO2. Especially, the thermally-treated P90 

with R972 shows 100 % rutile structure content. The densified small agglomerate seems 

to be reduced by the pulverization by the mixing process with R972. 
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Table 4-2 Physicochemical properties of the fumed TiO2 with external additives 

 

 

4.4 Conclusions 

The effect of the external additives on the synthesis of fumed TiO2 with 100 % of a 

rutile content was investigated by a novel natural dropping thermal treatment. The 

addition of R972, AluC and Calcium stearate to P25 achieved to 100 % rutile structure 

conversion ratio. 

As for the addition of surface modified fumed SiO2; R972, it resulted in complete 

conversion of the anatase morphology to rutile as well as an excellent dispersibility for 

P25. The dispersibility is caused from both a sponge like porous-agglomerate structure 

and a static electrical repellence of SiO2 on the fumed TiO2 surface.  

As for the addition of the fumed Al2O3, it resulted the decrease of the transformation 

temperature due to small sized and low densified agglomerate of the precursor, and high 

thermal conductive particle; Al2O3 on the P25 surface. 

Regarding the addition of calcium stearate, remarkable decrease with the crystal 

transformation temperature and large grain growth / sintering of agglomerate were 

observed. These grain growth / sintering result a low dispersibility as the reverse effect. 

This result would be cased from not only a small sized and low densified agglomerate 

but also an additional heating from burning of the alkyl-groups of calcium stearate. 

The contents of the rutile structure for the resulting fumed TiO2 with the external 

additives are highly related to the agglomerate size of the precursors. The Carr Cohesion 

value seems to be the good index for the agglomerate. The low Carr Cohesion value 

resulted in a high rutile structure content due to long residence time in the electrical 

furnace. The mixing process seems to be effective to make small sized and low 

densified agglomerate. 
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CHAPTER 5 
THE EXTENDED APPLICATION OF THE NOVEL NATURAL 

DROPPING THERMAL TREATMENT 

 

5.1 Introduction 

The novel natural dropping thermal treatment has been only applied to the fumed TiO2 

as described in Chapter 2, Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. It is obviously known that the 

fumed process can produce not only the fumed TiO2 but also the fumed SiO2 and the 

fumed Al2O3. These fumed oxides are applied to the various industrial fields [1]. The 

fumed SiO2 has amorphous crystalline morphologies [2]. This is one of the big 

advantages of the fumed SiO2 with no harmful effect for our health.  

The SiO2 has many crystalline morphologies depended on the temperature and pressures 

[3]. It is transforms from amorphous to tridymite through various crystalline 

morphologies depended on the rise of thermal treatment temperature from 600 ℃ to 

1200 ℃ for 6 hours [4].  

 

amorphous → keatite → quartz → cristobalite → tridymite     (5-1) 

 

Regarding the fumed Al2O3, it has δ-type of alumina structure [5]. The Al2O3 also has 

many crystalline morphologies [6]. It is reported that the transformation to α-Al2O3 is 

confirmed by the thermal treatment over 1173 K for 2 hours [7]. 

In this study, the novel natural dropping thermal treatment is applied to the fumed SiO2 

and the fumed Al2O3 to confirm the possibility of the new thermal treatment process. 

The crystal structure and morphology of resulted the thermally-treated fumed oxides are 

examined. Furthermore, the effect of an external additives for the fumed Al2O3 is also 

investigated whether they can promote the phase transformation or not as a basic 

investigation. Herein, we would like to report the results of these new trials to confirm 

the possibility of the novel natural dropping thermal treatment.  

 

5.2 Experimental  

5.2.1 Materials and Preparation 

Commercially-produced fumed SiO2, (AEROSIL® 50: 50 m2/g; 30 nm; (AE50), Nippon 
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AEROSIL Co., Ltd.) was used. As the fumed Al2O3 with different surface areas and 

primary particle sizes, (AEROXIDE® AluC: 100 m2/g; 13 nm; (AluC), AEROXIDE® 

Alu 65: 65 m2/g; 20 nm; (Alu65); produced by EVONIK GmbH) were used.  

As the external additive mixed with AluC, surface modified fumed SiO2 with 

dimethyldicholosilane; AEROSIL® R 972; 14 nm; (R972); produced by Nippon 

AEROSIL Co., Ltd.) and calcium stearate (Sigma-Aldrich: CP grade: Merck Co. Ltd) 

were used. The external additives were mixed with AluC with the same method 

described in Chapter 4.2.  

 

5.2.2 Thermal Treatment  

The same thermal treatment was carried out at 1450 ℃ with the same conditions of the 

electric tubular furnace described in Chapter 2.2.1 besides for the change of the fumed 

oxides. The 0.71 mm sieve was applied to the thermal treatment with the same reason 

described in Chapter 3.2.3.  

 

5.2.3 Characterization  

Basically, the same characterization is applied as described in Chapter 2.3. The 

crystalline phases were analyzed by an X-ray diffractometer (XRD-6100 Shimazu 

Corp.) using Cu-Kα radiation. The particle size distribution was measured by a 

MT3300EX2 from the MicrotracBEL Corp. The surface area was measured by the BET 

technique (Macsorb HM-1200S Mountech Co., Ltd.) using the one-point measurement 

method with nitrogen as an absorbent [8].  

 

5.3 Results and Discussion 

5.3.1 Crystal Structure  

AE50 showed no change of the crystal structure. It demonstrated amorphous phase in 

both before and after thermal treatment at 1450 ℃.  

Fig. 5-1 shows the X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the fumed Al2O3 (AluC and 

Alu65) before and after the thermal treatment at 1450 ℃. They demonstrated very 

similar XRD patterns before and after the thermal treatment.   
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Fig. 5-1. XRD patterns of the thermal treated AluC and Alu65 

 

A 5 wt.% of R972 and calcium stearate were mixed with AluC as the external additives 

for the preparation of precursors which modify the morphology of the agglomerate.  

These precursors were thermally-treated at 1450 ℃. The XRD patterns of them are 

shown in Fig. 5-2 for before and after the thermal treatment. In both cases, they showed 

very similar XRD patterns although the thermally-treated AluC with calcium stearate at 

1450 ℃ showed slightly increase in the crystallization with low noise for the signal. 

There was no observation of the crystal transformation.  

The residence time of AluC is calculated at 1.25 seconds at 1450 ℃ by the Stokes’s 

equation applying the bulk density of AluC. The residence time is around two times 

longer than P25. However, the natural dropping thermal treatment at 1450 ℃ is still 

insufficient for the crystal transformation of the fumed Al2O3 to α-Al2O3.  It is reported 

that δ-Al2O3 synthesized by vapor phase reaction with AlCl3 and O2 transforms to 

α-Al2O3 by the additional thermal treatment at 1200 ℃ for 2 hours [9]. These conditions 

are more severe than that of the transformation from anatase to rutile in TiO2. It was 

confirmed that the natural dropping thermal treatment is insufficient to the 
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crystallization he fumed SiO2 and the crystal transformation of the fumed Al2O3. 

 

Fig. 5-2. XRD patterns of the thermally-treated AluC with external additives 

 

5.3.2 Morphology 

Table 5-1 summarizes in the surface area of AE50, AluC and Alu65 before and after the 

thermal treatment at 1450 ℃. In all materials, around from 10 to 20 % of the decrease 

with the surface area were observed. 

 

Table 5-1 Surface area of the fumed oxides before and after thermal treatment 

 

 

There were no differenced of the bulk densities for the thermally treated AE50, AluC 

and Alu65 from before the thermal treatment in all cases.  

This result suggests that partially sintering occurred for the fumed SiO2 and the fumed 

Al2O3 although these materials did not change the crystal structures. 

 

5.3.3 Dispersibility 

Fig. 5-3 confirms the particle size distributions of the thermally-treated AE50, AluC and 
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Alu65 at 1450 ℃. Without ultrasonic sonication Fig. 5-3 (1-3) (a), all fumed oxides 

showed relatively similar particle size distribution pattern in before and after the 

thermal treatment although the thermally-treated ones demonstrated slightly larger 

agglomerate. Due to the ultrasonic sonication at 40 W for 3 minutes Fig. 5-3 (1-3) (b), 

the main constituents of the before thermally-treated AE50, AluC and Alu65 shift to a 

smaller distribution region for which the thermally-treated AE50, AluC and Alu65 

remained the similar region to without ultrasonic sonication. These results indicated that 

the thermally-treated AE50, AluC and Alu65 make slightly strong agglomerates which 

are not easily disrupted by the ultrasonic sonication at 40 W for 3 minutes.  

 

Fig. 5-3 (1). Particle size distribution of the thermally-treated AE50 at 1400 ℃ 

 

Fig. 5-3 (2). Particle size distribution of the thermally-treated AluC at 1400 ℃ 
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Fig. 5-3 (3). Particle size distribution of the thermally-treated Alu65 at 1400 ℃ 

 

These results suggest that the fumed SiO2 and Al2O3 were modified only the 

agglomerate maintaining the original crystal structure. The slightly strong agglomerates 

were probably caused from the partial sintering of small particles which are assumed by 

varying the surface area. In other words, the natural dropping thermal treatment has a 

possibility to change the only morphology of the fumed SiO2 and Al2O3 maintaining 

their original crystalline polymorphs.  

 

5.4 Conclusions 

The possibility of the novel natural dropping thermal treatment is investigated to apply 

to fumed SiO2 and fumed Al2O3 besides for fumed TiO2. The fumed SiO2 showed no 

crystallization. The fumed Al2O3 resulted no crystal transformation even though 

addition of external additives, R972 and calcium stearate which showed very effective 

performance for the crystal transformation of the fume TiO2.  

Both thermally-treated fumed SiO2 and fumed Al2O3 made slightly strong agglomerate 

due to probably partial sintering.  

It is confirmed that the natural dropping thermal treatment is only applied to the crystal 

transformation of the fumed TiO2 in this investigation. Otherwise, the morphology 

change maintaining the original crystalline polymorphs is possible to the fumed SiO2 
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and fumed Al2O3. The morphology change with the amorphous phase is an advantage 

for the fumed SiO2 as the point of safety material. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUDING REMARKS AND  

POTENTIAL DIRECTION FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

 

6.1 Concluding Remarks. 

This thesis successfully developed a new fumed TiO2 with high rutile structure 

content maintaining the excellent dispersibility. The new fumed TiO2 was synthesized 

by a novel natural dropping thermal treatment for very short calcination time. The 

suitable thermal treatment conditions were investigated by controlling the morphology 

of the fumed TiO2 agglomerate based on the residence time in the electrical furnace 

during the thermal treatment. The preferable fumed TiO2 precursors were produced with 

the dry-type of surface modification without heating or mixing with the external 

additive. The crystalline structure and a morphology of the resulted thermally-treated 

fumed TiO2 were investigated. The precursor modified with tetraethoxysiane (TEOS) or 

an addition of surface modified fumed SiO2 (R972) achieved 100 % of rutile structure 

content maintaining the high dispersibility with the sponge-like structure with many 

pores in the agglomerate and the static electricity repellence by SiO2 on the fumed TiO2 

surface after the thermal treatment. Further, the addition of the external additive 

remarkably decreased with the crystal transformation temperature. The summary and 

conclusion of this thesis work are itemized as follows: 

 

In chapter 1, general introduction of TiO2 and the fumed TiO2 were described. The 

fumed TiO2 is a targeted material in this investigation. The necessary to increase the 

rutile structure for the fumed TiO2 with high dispersibility is reported. The purpose of 

this study is described. 

 

In chapter 2, a pure fumed TiO2 (P25) was calcined by the novel additional thermal 

treatment, the natural dropping method. A drastic increase of the rutile structure content 

for the thermally-treated fumed TiO2 (P25, 94 %) was confirmed by passing the sieves 

fixed on the top of the electrical furnace although the thermally-treated fumed TiO2 

without passing the sieve showed very less change of the rutile structure content (18 %) 

at the same thermal treatment temperature.  The thermally-treated P25 demonstrated 
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the high dispersibility in the water dispersion. These results suggest that many open 

pore spaces of the agglomerated P25 would be partially closed by partial sintering of the 

particles of the agglomerate and it makes a sponge-like type of agglomerate. The 

thermal treatment conditions are investigated depended on the agglomerate size related 

to the residence time under setting temperature in the electrical furnace. It was assumed 

that the applied heat energy is utilized not only the crystal transformation but also the 

sintering of the fumed TiO2. The remained rutile structure contents at 94 % for the 

thermally-treated P25 is probably cased from the deviation of the bulk density of the 

small agglomerates in P25. 

 

In chapter 3, the effect of the dry-type of the surface modification on the fumed TiO2 

was studied for the same purpose to develop the new fumed TiO2 having high content of 

the rutile structure maintaining the high dispersibility. Especially, 100 % of the rutile 

structure content was aimed. The fumed TiO2 (P25) was modified with silicone 

alkoxides designing to give high dispersibility with the static electrical repellence of 

SiO2 layer on the fumed TiO2 surface. Titanium alkoxide is also applied as the surface 

modifier comparing to the effectiveness versus silicone alkoxides for the preparation of 

the precursors. It was confirmed that the dry-type surface modification with 

tetraethoxysilane (TEOS) and titanium tetraisopropoxide (TTIP) without heating is very 

effective method to prepare the preferable precursors to give 100 % of rutile structure 

contents after the thermal treatment. The thermally-treated P25 modified with TEOS or 

TTIP at 1400 ℃ achieved 100 % of the rutile conversion ratio. Especially, the 

thermally-treated P25 modified with TEOS showed both 100 % rutile structure and 

excellent dispersibility attributed to both the sponge-like structural characteristic of the 

agglomerate and the static electricity repellence by SiO2 coating layer.  

 

In chapter 4, the effect of the external additives on the synthesis of the fumed TiO2 with 

a high rutile content was investigated by using more simple mixing method to prepare 

the preferred precursors. The addition of surface modified fumed silica; R972 resulted 

in complete conversion of the anatase morphology to rutile structure (100 %) as well as 

an excellent dispersibility of the original P25 with both a sponge-like porous structure 

and the static electrical repellence of SiO2 layer as we intended. 
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As for the addition of the fumed Al2O3; AluC, it resulted the decrease of the 

transformation temperature due to a high thermal conductive particle on the fumed TiO2 

surface. 

Regarding the addition of calcium stearate, 100 % of the rutile structure and large grain 

growth / sintering were observed due to additional heating with burning of the 

alkyl-groups on calcium stearate. It resulted a low dispersibility as the reverse effect.  

The contents of the rutile structure for the resulting fumed TiO2 with the external 

additives are highly related to the Carr Cohesion value of the precursors before the 

thermal treatment. The agglomerate with low Carr Cohesion values resulted in a high 

rutile structure conversion ratio due to making a small agglomerate, preserving the 

dentification of the small agglomerate and prolonging the residence time in the 

electrical furnace. 

 

In chapter 5, the possibility of the novel natural dropping thermal treatment was 

investigated to extend this method to the other fumed oxides, fumed SiO2 and the fumed 

Al2O3. The fumed SiO2 showed no crystallization by the natural dropping thermal 

treatment.  

The fumed Al2O3 resulted no crystal transformation for the pure ones and mixing with 

external additives; surface modified fumed SiO2; R972, and calcium stearate which 

showed positive performance for the crystal transformation of the fumed TiO2. Both 

thermally-treated fumed SiO2 and fumed Al2O3 showed partial sintering of the 

agglomerate and change of the morphologies.  

It is confirmed that crystal transformation of the fumed oxides was observed only the 

fumed TiO2 in this natural dropping thermal treatment at present.  

 

6.2 Advantages and Disadvantages of These Approaches. 

Evidently, the new fumed TiO2 with 100 % of rutile structure maintaining the high 

dispersibility has an advantage with no anatase structure. This material has a possibility 

to apply a UV cutting sunscreen for cosmetics as an improved skin sensitivity material. 

For the production process, the novel natural dropping thermal treatment has a big 

advantage as the new thermal treatment process with very short calcination time. It can 
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modify the crystalline polymorphs and morphology of the fumed TiO2 with very short 

heating time and produce unique sponge-like type agglomerate.  

As another process, the dry-type of the surface modification without heating also has an 

advantage to prepare the precursor by a simple process, no heating reactor and less 

energy consumption. Furthermore, it is confirmed that the dry-type of the surface 

modification with tetraethoxysilane (TEOS) can achieve high dispersibility of the 

fumed TiO2 with the static electrical repellence of the SiO2 layer on the fumed TiO2 

surface. 

More simple modification method, only mixing process achieved the decrease in the 

crystal transformation temperature of the fumed TiO2.  

A unique result was obtained by the addition of calcium stearate to the fumed TiO2. A 

100% rutile structure of the fumed TiO2 with large particle size was generated by 

burning of the calcium stearate. This process has an advantage that the production of 

large particle sized fumed TiO2 with very short calcination time and relatively low 

temperature. 

As a disadvantage, this natural dropping thermal treatment is applied to only the fumed 

TiO2 for the crystalline transformation at present. Other fumed oxides, fumed SiO2 and 

fumed Al2O3 were not crystalized and transformed by this thermal treatment process. 

However, this is also considered as another big advantage of this calcination process 

because only morphology of the fumed oxides can be modified with maintaining the 

original crystalline polymorphs. 

 

6.3 Potential Directions for Future Research. 

In this study, the materials are focusing on the fumed TiO2. However, the natural 

dropping thermal treatment can be applied not only fumed oxides but also other 

materials. If some materials need to modify the crystalline polymorphs and agglomerate 

situations, the natural dropping thermal treatment has a big potential to achieve them.  

In this investigation, it is confirmed that the crystal transformation is applied to not the 

fumed SiO2 and the fumed Al2O3 but only the fumed TiO2. However, it seems to be 

possible to simulate whether this method can be applied to other materials compared 

with the fumed TiO2 based on the basic properties such as heat capacity, thermal 

conductivity, primary particle size, bulk density and transformation temperature. 
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Additionally, it also has a possibility to apply not thermal transformation but thermal 

decomposition and reaction by changing the atmosphere.  

For the dry-type of the surface modification, it also has a possibility to apply other 

materials as a simple and easy surface modification process. 

Further detail investigation should be done on the external additive with different 

properties with core particle. The species of the external additives have a possibility to 

change the morphology of the particle and crystalline polymorphs drastically.  

These aspects of the new fumed TiO2 with high rutile structure content and the 

production processes offers exciting opportunities for newcomers to the fields. 
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